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# List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AATE</td>
<td>Australian Association for the Teaching of English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACDE</td>
<td>Australian Council of Deans of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACER</td>
<td>Australian Council for Educational Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEA</td>
<td>Australian Literacy Educators’ Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERI</td>
<td>Centre for Educational Research and Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEST</td>
<td>Department of Education, Science and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Effect size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESL</td>
<td>English as a second language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information and communication technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCEETYA</td>
<td>Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRP</td>
<td>National Reading Panel (US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NITL</td>
<td>National Inquiry into the Teaching of Literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICHD</td>
<td>National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLNP</td>
<td>National Literacy and Numeracy Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PISA</td>
<td>Programme for International Student Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOSE</td>
<td>Studies of Society and the Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STELLA</td>
<td>Standards for Teachers of English Language and Literacy in Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFE</td>
<td>Technical and Further Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZPD</td>
<td>Zone of Proximal Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Background

A key policy priority for the Australian Government continues to focus on achieving sustained improvements in the literacy and numeracy skills of Australian children to prepare them for their futures. Achieving a goal of each child meeting appropriate standards in literacy and numeracy is critical in overcoming educational disadvantage. The OECD Indicators 2005 report, *Education at a glance* (OECD, 2005a) shows that Australian school students compare well with the performance of students in other OECD countries. As a country, this is something we should celebrate. Even so, a significant minority of children in Australian schools continue to face difficulties in acquiring acceptable levels of literacy and numeracy.

The Committee for the *National Inquiry into the Teaching of Literacy* was reminded throughout the Inquiry process of the considerable diversity in the life experiences of children in Australian schools. Boys, girls, Indigenous students, students in urban, rural and remote locations, students who are recent arrivals in Australia, other students from non-English speaking backgrounds, children with vision or hearing impairment, or disability, all begin school with the expectation that they will learn to read and write. Their parents share this expectation.

The Committee recognised that the teaching and learning of reading has attracted the interest of scholars and researchers in many disciplines: linguists, cognitive psychologists, health professionals, sociolinguists, philosophers, literacy critics, and critical theorists, as well as educators. However, a characteristic feature of literacy teaching for more than 40 years in English-speaking countries has been the disagreements among these scholars about how beginning reading (as the basic element of *literacy* acquisition) should be taught. At the extremes of these disagreements are educators who advocate whole-language approaches, and cognitive scientists who argue for explicit, systematic instruction in phonics.

---

1 Such disagreements have their origins in the 16th century. John Hart’s ‘An Orthographie’ (1569) and Richard Mulcaster’s ‘Elementarie’ (1582) both advocated the utility of the ‘alphabetic principle’ via explicit teaching of letter-sound relationships for beginning reading. In contrast, Fredrich Gedike (1754-1803) was prominent in advocating a ‘whole-to-part’ approach to the teaching of reading. For specific historical details, see Davies (1973). [Note: the Committee is grateful to Professor Max Coltheart for supplying this historical information]. Further, for a detailed account of reading instruction during the 20th century, see Pearson (2000).
The contents of an open letter addressed to the Australian Government Minister for Education, Science and Training in March 2004, highlight these disagreements as they apply in the Australian context. Consistent with their British and North American counterparts, this letter from 26 Australian psychologists and reading researchers expresses concerns about the way in which reading is typically taught in Australian schools. The letter asserts that the predominant whole-language approach to the teaching of reading is both ineffective and inappropriate. Further, it is claimed that the teaching of beginning reading is mostly not based on findings from the available evidence-based research about how children best learn to read, and that poor reading skills are in many cases due to ineffective teaching practices based on whole-language approaches during the crucial early years of ‘first wave’ classroom teaching.

Moreover, the letter claims that the initial gains made by children exposed to ‘second wave’ intervention programs are not sustained unless such children are located in classrooms with teachers who are skilled in providing further support in explicit, systematic phonics instruction for those children. Effective initial teaching of reading, it is argued, would substantially reduce the need for costly remedial programs for under-achieving children. The same applies to ‘third wave’ intervention strategies for under-achieving children beyond the early years of schooling.

---

2 See for example the evidence cited in: (a) the report by British House of Commons Education and Skills Committee, *Teaching Children to Read* (2005); and (b) the US Report of the National Reading Panel: *Teaching Children to Read* (NRP 2000a,b).

3 See: Anderson *et al.* (2004). This letter and accompanying explanatory notes (de Lemos 2004a) have since been published by the Reading Reform Foundation, based in the UK and available at: http://www.rrt.org.uk/the%20australian%20scene.htm.


5 Note that ‘first wave’ teaching refers to initial mainstream classroom teaching, ‘second wave’ to the first intervention, and ‘third wave’ to subsequent intervention.

6 See for example: Elbaum *et al.* (2000); Center, Freeman and Robertson (2001); Tunmer and Chapman (2003).

7 See: Clay (1985); Snow, Burns and Griffin (1998). For examples of ‘third wave’ intervention strategies, see: Hoad *et al.* (2005); Ellis (2005); Purdie and Ellis (2005); Rowe and Meiers (2005); Rowe, Pollard and Rowe (2005); Westwood (2003, 2004); Wheldall and Beaman (2000).
Within the context of these views about the teaching of reading, the Australian Government Minister for Education, Science and Training, the Hon Dr Brendan Nelson MP, appointed an independent Committee to review current practices in the literacy acquisition of Australian school children.

The Committee was chaired by Dr Ken Rowe, Research Director of the Learning Processes and Contexts research program at the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER). The Committee comprised people with backgrounds in literacy research and policy, teacher preparation and professional learning, leadership, a practising principal and teacher, a parent, and a journalist. A broadly based Reference Group was established to assist and inform the Committee. A Secretariat drawn from the Department of Education, Science and Training managed the progress of the Inquiry. Membership of the Committee, Secretariat and Reference Group are provided in Appendices 3 and 4, respectively.

In brief, the Minister asked the Committee to inquire into:

- the teaching of reading in Australian schools;
- the assessment of reading proficiency including identification of children with reading difficulties; and
- teacher education and the extent to which it prepares teachers adequately for reading instruction.

Calls for submissions to the Inquiry were published in national newspapers on 4 December 2004 and 12 February 2005. These calls provided an opportunity for parents, teachers, educators and those interested in the teaching of literacy to contribute to the Inquiry. The Inquiry received a total of 453 submissions from a range of organisations, including: State and Territory government and non-government education authorities; teacher and health professional associations; industry bodies; peak parent, principal, teacher and union bodies; commercial organisations that provide reading materials and support of various kinds; as well as a diverse group of individuals. All submissions, except for those identified as ‘confidential’, have been made available at the Inquiry’s website. The submissions provided a valuable source of information and viewpoints for the Committee to consider in reporting findings and developing recommendations.

---

The Committee drew on the collective experience of members and consulted widely, including with health professionals. The Committee also visited a cross-section of schools and conducted a study of teacher preparation courses at Australian higher education institutions. A list of the consultations undertaken by the Committee is at Appendix 6. To inform its findings and recommendations, the Committee also reviewed Australian and international experience, as well as findings from the available evidence-based research literature.

The Committee’s report, *Teaching Reading*, comprises the *Report and Recommendations*, a *Guide to the Report and Recommendations for Parents and Carers*, a *Literature Review*, *Submission Summaries* hyper-linked to *Submissions* to the Inquiry and *Site Visits*. These are available on the website established for the Inquiry at: www.dest.gov.au/schools/literacyinquiry.

The *Report and Recommendations* presents the Committee’s main findings and recommendations based on the findings of: research presented in the *Literature Review*; consideration of the information gained during site visits and consultations; the views contained in the submissions; and a study of the teaching of reading in primary teacher education courses (presented in Appendix 2 of this report).
Terms of reference

The Australian Government is working with the States and Territories to ensure all Australian children achieve high standards of literacy and numeracy. A key Australian Government priority is to focus on achieving real, sustained improvements in the literacy and numeracy skills of Australian children to better prepare them for their futures.

In April 1999, the State, Territory and Australian Government Ministers for Education met in Adelaide as the 10th Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA), and endorsed new National Goals for Schooling in the Twenty-First Century, known as the Adelaide Declaration. In relation to literacy and numeracy, it was agreed that upon leaving school:

... students should have attained the skills of numeracy and English literacy; such that every student should be numerate, able to read, write, spell and communicate at an appropriate level.

To help support the achievement of these National Goals, the Australian Government and the State and Territory Education Ministers have endorsed a National Literacy and Numeracy Plan, which calls for a coordinated approach to improving literacy and numeracy standards at the national level. Under the National Plan, Ministers agreed to support:

- assessment of all students by their teachers as early as possible in the initial years of schooling;
- early intervention strategies for those students identified as having difficulty;
- the development of agreed benchmarks for Years 3, 5 and 7, against which all children's achievements in these years can be measured;
  - the measurement of students’ progress against these benchmarks using rigorous assessment procedures;
  - national reporting of student achievement against the benchmarks;
- professional development for teachers to support the key elements of the Plan.
International data indicate that Australian school students compare well with the performance of students in other OECD countries, but some are still not achieving acceptable literacy standards. This Inquiry reaffirms the Australian Government’s commitment to ensuring that all Australian children achieve high standards of literacy and the essential reading skills to make satisfactory progress at school.

The Inquiry will be conducted in consultation and co-operation with government and non-government school education authorities, the teaching profession, universities, parents and researchers. To implement the Inquiry, a Committee has been established to provide advice and recommendations to the Minister for Education, Science and Training on best practice in effective approaches to literacy teaching and the implications of this advice for teacher preparation and teaching. It will also report on current classroom practice for the teaching of reading. The Committee will be further assisted by a Reference Group.

**Objectives of the Inquiry**

The Inquiry will:

- Review and analyse recent national and international research about literacy teaching approaches, particularly approaches that are shown to be effective in assisting students with reading difficulties.
- Identify the extent to which prospective teachers are provided with reading teaching approaches and skills that are effective in the classroom, and have the opportunities to develop and practice the skills required to implement effective classroom reading programs. Training in both phonics and whole language approaches to reading will be examined.
- Identify the ways in which research evidence on literacy teaching and policies in Australian schools can best inform classroom teaching practice and support teacher professional learning.
- Examine the effectiveness of assessment methods being used to monitor the progress of students’ early reading learning.
- Produce a report of the Inquiry’s findings in the second half of 2005 and offer best practice in effective approaches to literacy teaching and learning, both at the classroom level and in the training of teachers.
Preface

The contents of this report and the processes leading to its production are grounded in two guiding propositions. First, skilled and knowledgeable young people are Australia’s most valuable resource for the future. Second, teachers are the most valuable resource available to schools. Equipping young people to engage productively in the knowledge economy and in society more broadly is fundamental to both individual and national prosperity, and depends primarily on:

- the ability to speak, read and write effectively; and
- the provision of quality teaching and learning by teachers who have acquired, during their pre-service teacher education, and in-service professional learning, evidence-based teaching practices that are shown to be effective in meeting the developmental and learning needs of each child.

In Australia, learning to read and the teaching of reading is usually included within the broader area of literacy. Literacy teaching focuses on written language, specifically on the ability to read, understand and use written language, and on the ability to write appropriately. Literacy involves the integration of speaking, listening, viewing and critical thinking with reading and writing. Being literate involves the capacity to deal with a wide range of written texts, in numerous formats and many different contexts. For those students with hearing or vision impairments, literacy learning typically requires additional support such as Braille books and hearing loops. Literacy is developmental in nature, and continues to develop throughout an individual’s lifetime.

This perspective of literacy provided a useful frame for the Committee’s task. While the objectives of the Inquiry refer to both ‘literacy’, and to ‘reading’, the Committee focused its attention on reading, locating reading within the broader context of literacy. Effective teaching of reading takes account of connections between reading and writing, and the ways in which the acquisition of the abilities of reading and writing build on family and community in the context of the oral language that children acquire from birth.

Literacy teaching and learning are core responsibilities of teachers and schools. However, the teaching of literacy (reading and writing) is a complex and highly skilled professional activity. Whereas children enter school with varying degrees of competence in oral language, typically they have little knowledge about how to read and write. Thus, the purpose of early and subsequent literacy instruction in school education is to help children master the challenges of linking written and spoken language.
In writing this report and recommendations, the Committee for the *National Inquiry into the Teaching Literacy* (NITL) has drawn upon a variety of sources that include findings from local and international evidence-based research that identify best practice in the support of all children, including those experiencing difficulties in learning to read and write. These findings have provided strong evidence about teaching approaches that are demonstrably effective. The Committee also drew on the information provided during consultations with the education community and others with an interest in improving the literacy outcomes of young people, especially for those experiencing reading difficulties. For example, consultations with health professionals indicated that for some children experiencing difficulty in learning to read, it is essential to bring together the support expertise of both health professionals and educators.

The Committee learned much from the 453 submissions provided to the Inquiry and visits to schools across the country where some excellent examples of effective practice in the teaching of reading and writing were observed, together with evidence of children’s success. The Committee made the selection of schools for the site visits in various ways including suggestions by education authorities and member nominations.

These schools show a strong commitment to teaching children to read and write well. Moreover, schools that believe that each child can learn to read effectively, regardless of background, are likely to achieve this level of success for all children.

During school visits the Committee noted the broad range of teaching practices from which teachers draw to meet the diverse learning needs of children in their classrooms. While varied approaches to literacy teaching were observed in these schools, some commonalities were clearly evident. Explicit, direct teaching of reading via systematic phonics instruction is a feature in many of these schools. Several programs observed included well-resourced, explicit teaching of letter-sound relationships, and a strong focus on the purpose and contexts for the strategies being used to develop reading proficiency. Teachers and leaders in these schools use an extensive range of observation strategies and assessments to identify specific learning needs and to monitor students’ learning progress, and success is celebrated.

Powerful professional learning communities among teachers, a strong sense of collegiality, and a culture of data-informed continuous improvement are driving forces in schools visited by the Committee. These features enable teachers to expand their professional knowledge and to build a shared culture of effective practice through teacher professional learning.
The schools visited make strong connections with other support agencies, and plan for and manage transitions from one phase of schooling to another. Outstanding leadership and management from principals, and other members of the teaching staff with roles as literacy leaders are key elements of the success that children in these schools are achieving. These effective schools value parents and provide them with accurate and timely information about their child’s progress. Whole-school approaches and policies, and long-term planning are also significant factors that underlie success.

The Committee found that six key elements operate consistently in the successful schools visited. These are:

1. a belief that each child can learn to read and write regardless of background;
2. an early and systematic emphasis on the explicit teaching of phonics;
3. a subsequent focus on direct teaching;
4. a rich print environment with many resources, including fiction and non-fiction books, charts and computer programs;
5. strong leadership and management practices, involving whole-school approaches to the teaching of reading and writing; and
6. an expectation that teachers will engage in evidence-based professional learning and learn from each other.

In general, however, it was clear that teachers in some of the schools visited seemed unaware of the reasons for using particular strategies rather than others. Teaching, learning, curriculum and assessment need to be more firmly linked to findings from evidence-based research indicating effective practices, including those that are demonstrably effective for the particular learning needs of individual children. This is an important issue that the Committee recommends be addressed during pre-service teacher education, and especially through in-service professional learning.

Information available to the Committee including the visits to schools made it clear that in addition to participation in external state-wide monitoring assessments of students’ achievements in literacy and numeracy, schools and teachers use a variety of assessment methods. During the early years (i.e., the first three years of schooling), assessment methods for reading range from: no formal assessment; descriptive observations; running-records; teacher-designed, class-based assessments of word-recognition and comprehension; to commercially available, age-stage standardised tests.

The Committee found that many teachers do not use (and are not aware of) objective, standardised diagnostic tests that assess the essential alphabetic, decoding
skills required for reading proficiency.9 Consistent with the findings documented in the report titled: Assessment of literacy and numeracy in the early years of schooling - An overview (DEST, 2001), assessments of reading in the early years need to be linked to formal assessments of reading undertaken during the subsequent years of schooling.

Acknowledged with thanks are the valued discussions and assistance provided by the Hon Dr Brendan Nelson MP (Australian Government Minister for Education, Science and Training), as is the support of staff in Dr Nelson’s Office. The DEST Secretariat for the Inquiry under the leadership of Ms Di Weddell has provided excellent support. I am also grateful for the collaboration of my fellow members of the Committee of Inquiry: Ms Miranda Devine (Journalist, Sydney Morning Herald), Ms Fiona Knight (Teacher, Rosedale Primary School), Professor Bill Louden (Pro Vice-Chancellor, Edith Cowan University), Professor Terry Lovat (Pro Vice-Chancellor, University of Newcastle), Ms Yvonne Meyer (Parent), Dr Gregor Ramsey (Chair, Teaching Australia), Professor Alan Rice (Interim Dean, Macquarie University), Ms Lina Scalfino (Principal, Modbury School), and Mr Ken Smith (Director-General, Queensland Department of Education and the Arts). Thanks are also due to the NITL Reference Group for their valued contributions to the work of the Committee.

I am appreciative of the encouragement, collegiality and support of my ACER colleagues: Professor Geoff Masters (CEO), Dr John Ainley (Deputy CEO), Dr Lawrence Ingvarson (Research Director, Teaching and Learning), Ms Marion Meiers (Senior Research Fellow) and Dr Marion de Lemos (Honorary Fellow).

Also acknowledged for their valued work in the area of effective practices for children with learning difficulties are Dr Nola Purdie (Principal Research Fellow) and Dr Louise Ellis (Research Fellow) at ACER. The quality services provided by Ms Susan Bates (Administrative Officer), as well as staff of ACER’s Cunningham Library – in particular by Ms Cheryl Britton, Ms Sue Clark and Ms Joel MacKen are also greatly appreciated. Without the assistance of these key persons, the present report would not have been possible.

Dr Ken Rowe

Committee Chair, National Inquiry into the Teaching of Literacy
December 2005

9 Two assessment scales from Clay (1993a, 2002) that are used widely for such purposes include: Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words (HRSW) and Concepts About Print (CAP). Diagnostic assessments for phonemic awareness and phonological knowledge have been developed by Munro (1997, 2000b). Further diagnostic decoding assessment approaches are reviewed by Center (2005, ch. 17, pp. 221-236).
Executive summary

Underlying this report by the Committee for the National Inquiry into the Teaching of Literacy is the conviction that effective literacy teaching, and of reading in particular, should be grounded in findings from rigorous evidence-based research. The global economic, technological and social changes underway, requiring responses from an increasingly skilled workforce, make evidence-based high-quality schooling an imperative. Nowhere is this more important than in the teaching of reading (a key element of literacy) since reading competence is foundational, not only for school-based learning, but also for children’s behavioural and psychosocial wellbeing, further education and training, occupational success, productive and fulfilling participation in social and economic activity, as well as for the nation’s social and economic future.

The evidence is clear, whether from research, good practice observed in schools, advice from submissions to the Inquiry, consultations, or from Committee members’ own individual experiences, that direct systematic instruction in phonics during the early years of schooling is an essential foundation for teaching children to read. Findings from the research evidence indicate that all students learn best when teachers adopt an integrated approach to reading that explicitly teaches phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary knowledge and comprehension. This approach, coupled with effective support from the child’s home, is critical to success.

The attention of the Inquiry Committee was drawn to a dichotomy between phonics and whole-language approaches to the teaching of reading. This dichotomy is false. Teachers must be able to draw on techniques most suited to the learning needs and abilities of the child. It was clear, however, that systematic phonics instruction is critical if children are to be taught to read well, whether or not they experience reading difficulties. Members of the Committee found it a moment of awe to observe an effective teacher, with a full range of skills to teach reading, working with a whole class and having each child productively develop their literacy skills. Such teaching is highly skilled and professional. Teachers require a range of teaching strategies upon which they can draw, that meet the developmental and learning needs of individual children. The provision of such a repertoire of teaching skills is a challenge for teacher education institutions, and to practicing teachers as they assume the responsibility for the literacy learning of a whole class.
The Inquiry found strong evidence that a whole-language approach to the teaching of reading on its own is not in the best interests of children, particularly those experiencing reading difficulties. Moreover, where there is unsystematic or no phonics instruction, children’s literacy progress is significantly impeded, inhibiting their initial and subsequent growth in reading accuracy, fluency, writing, spelling and comprehension.

Much curriculum design, content, teaching and teacher preparation seems to be based, at least implicitly, on an educational philosophy of constructivism (an established theory of knowing and learning rather than a theory of teaching). Yet the Inquiry found there is a serious lack of supporting evidence for its effectiveness in teaching children to read. Further, too often emphasis is given to the nature of the child’s environment or background rather than on how a teacher should teach, resulting in insufficient attention being given to both ‘what’ and ‘how’ teachers should teach children to read and write. Whereas the ‘starting’ levels of children from less advantaged backgrounds is lower than those from more advantaged backgrounds, findings from a large body of evidence-based research consistently indicate that quality teaching has significant positive effects on students’ achievement progress regardless of their backgrounds.

The Committee came to the view that since the effective teaching of reading is a highly developed professional skill, teachers must be adequately prepared both in their pre-service education and during subsequent years of practice, if children are to achieve at levels consistent with their potential. The quality of teaching provided is fundamental to children’s success in reading, and several of the recommendations are directed to this end. Indeed, this report places a major emphasis on teacher quality, and on building capacity in teachers towards quality, evidence-based teaching practices that are demonstrably effective in meeting the developmental and learning needs of all students.

The Inquiry found that the preparation of new teachers to teach reading is uneven across universities, and that an evidence-based and integrated approach including instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary knowledge and text comprehension needs to be adopted. The Inquiry also found that systematic support for classroom teachers to build the appropriate skills to teach reading effectively, is clearly inadequate.

Teaching standards and student achievement standards are two interlocking issues fundamental to the determination of reading outcomes. The first refers to those standards to be reached by a new teacher by the time they graduate, as well as to those
that a teacher requires if they are to be described as an accomplished teacher of reading. These matters are dealt with in some detail in the report, and a way forward is proposed so that teacher education institutions are clear about the teaching standards that should be met in their courses, and in establishing standards for teachers of reading. The second refers to standards to be reached and the levels of accomplishment of students at various stages in their development.

The Inquiry Committee came to a view that the assessment of all children by their teachers at school entry and regularly during the early years of schooling is of critical importance to the teaching of reading, and in particular, to identify children who are at risk of not making adequate progress. The early identification of children experiencing reading difficulties means that interventions to provide support for these children can be put in place early. This early assessment should be a key element of responsible system and school literacy planning and monitoring.

In addition, the reading growth of individual children should be closely monitored by ongoing assessment to inform parents, as well as provide feedback information that can be used to guide teaching and learning. Information gathered from these formative assessments may then be used to shape improvements and to adjust teaching strategies that meet individual students’ learning needs.

The Inquiry Committee supports the current assessment of students’ literacy achievements against national benchmarks and proposes their extension so that the results for individual children are available for diagnostic and intervention purposes. The Committee noted that data from external assessments are already provided in ways that schools can evaluate, review and develop their overall teaching programs. Timely and reliable diagnostic information about the progress of individual children in reports to parents and to other teachers are essential. To assist the transfer of achievement information as students move from school to school and from state to state, mechanisms are also proposed to make this process a long-overdue national reality.

The Committee notes the fundamental importance of literacy in schooling and the recommendations it proposes are designed to make effective evidence-based practices accessible to all teachers and so influence positively all children in Australian schools. Health professionals draw attention to the overlap that is often evident between students’ under-achievement in literacy (especially in reading) and their poor behavioural health and wellbeing. Dealing with reading problems early, as outlined in this report, should assist in the alleviation of this seemingly intractable problem.
Evidence-based approaches to the teaching of reading

The Inquiry found that many teaching approaches used in schools are not informed by findings from evidence-based research, and that too many teachers do not have a clear understanding of why, how, what and when to use particular strategies. This has important implications for pre-service teacher education, ongoing teacher professional learning, and for the design and content of literacy curricula. This leads to the Committee’s first two and most important recommendations, both of which are designed so that teachers are provided with knowledge and teaching skills that are demonstrably effective in meeting the developmental and learning needs of children from a diverse range of backgrounds during their first three years of schooling, and thereafter where necessary.

1. The Committee recommends that teachers be equipped with teaching strategies based on findings from rigorous, evidence-based research that are shown to be effective in enhancing the literacy development of all children.

2. The Committee recommends that teachers provide systematic, direct and explicit phonics instruction so that children master the essential alphabetic code-breaking skills required for foundational reading proficiency. Equally, that teachers provide an integrated approach to reading that supports the development of oral language, vocabulary, grammar, reading fluency, comprehension and the literacies of new technologies.

Such instruction arising from these two recommendations must be part of an intellectually challenging literacy environment that is inclusive of all children.

While the evidence indicates that some teaching strategies are more effective than others, no one approach of itself can address the complex nature of reading difficulties. An integrated approach requires that teachers have a thorough understanding of a range of effective strategies, as well as knowing when and why to apply them.
3. The Committee recommends that literacy teaching continue throughout schooling (K-12) in all areas of the curriculum. Literacy must be the responsibility of all teachers across the curriculum, to provide an educationally sound program meeting the specific skill and knowledge needs of individual children from diverse backgrounds and locations.

The role of parents

The Committee recognised the importance of the years before school in giving children the best start to their literacy development. While it is the responsibility of schools to teach children to read and write, there are many things that parents and carers can do to assist in the development of their children’s literacy skills, such as regular adult-child and child-adult reading aloud activities. Supporting parents in endeavours of this kind, particularly during the early years of schooling, leads to the following recommendation.

4. The Committee recommends that programs, guides and workshops be provided for parents and carers to support their children’s literacy development. These should acknowledge and build on the language and literacy that children learn in their homes and communities.

School leadership and management

The Inquiry came to a view from the evidence that successful teaching of reading occurs best where there is a consistent and comprehensive whole-school approach that is clearly specified in a literacy plan. Such plans give priority to the teaching of literacy across the curriculum at every level of primary and secondary schooling. Implementation of the plan should be the responsibility of all teachers under the leadership and direction of the principal and senior staff. The outcome of the plan must be that children and young people in primary and secondary schools have the level of literacy that enables them to proceed successfully to the next stage of their lives, whether it be further schooling, tertiary education or work.
5. The Committee recommends that all education authorities and school leaders examine their approaches to the teaching of literacy and put in place an explicit, whole-school literacy planning, monitoring and reviewing process in collaboration with school communities and parents.

This process should be comprehensive and recognise the learning needs of children experiencing difficulty in learning to read and write, as well as extending successful readers and writers, so that all children can proceed with every likelihood of success to the next stage of their lives.

Effective leadership is an important factor in developing whole-school approaches to the teaching of reading and to provide staff with the necessary ongoing professional support. Without exception, the schools visited by Committee members for the Inquiry demonstrated strong leadership from the principal and the school leadership team that impacted positively on student literacy learning and teacher professional learning. Findings from research, evidence from the consultations and site visits, as well as many submissions led to the following recommendation.

6. The Committee recommends that all schools identify a highly trained specialist literacy teacher with specialised skills in teaching reading, to be responsible for linking the whole-school literacy planning process with classroom teaching and learning, and supporting school staff in developing, implementing and monitoring progress against individual literacy plans, particularly for those children experiencing reading and literacy difficulties.

Together with the leadership team, the specialist literacy teacher would be key to identifying and providing professional learning for school staff. The specialist literacy teacher would need to be resourced appropriately so that sufficient time is dedicated to supporting staff in their professional learning.
7. The Committee recommends that specialist postgraduate studies in literacy (especially in teaching reading) be provided by higher education providers to support the skill base and knowledge of teachers, including the specialist literacy teachers.

Standards for teaching

Given the importance of literacy competence to children’s engagement in schooling, and to their subsequent educational progress and life chances, the Inquiry Committee received strong recommendations from peak stakeholder groups for the specification of literacy teaching standards. To gain professional credibility and commitment, and to acknowledge the highly professional nature of the teaching of reading, especially during the primary years, such standards must be developed by the profession, serve the public interest, and be applied nationally. The Committee was mindful of the work currently underway both nationally and in the States and Territories in developing standards. This work should be built on and leads to the following recommendation.

8. The Committee recommends that Teaching Australia – Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership, in consultation with relevant professional associations, employers from the government and Catholic school sectors and representatives of the independent school sector, together with relevant teacher institutes and registration bodies, develop and implement national standards for literacy teaching, initial teacher registration, and for accomplished teaching, consistent with evidence-based guides for practice. It is further recommended that these standards form a basis for the accreditation of teacher preparation courses.

Assessment

The Committee acknowledged the critical importance of assessment, if teachers are to be in the best position to help their students. Assessment serves multiple purposes: to diagnose and remediate essential skills, measure growth and monitor progress, provide feedback to learners, and for reporting to parents and education systems.
The Committee is aware that issues surrounding student assessment and reporting of and for learning are a high priority with State and Territory education jurisdictions and schools. There are many examples across the country where teachers and schools are being informed by assessment data. Such schools recognise the importance of frequent and ongoing monitoring of reading proficiency and growth in the early years.

The Committee discussed the advantages of further developing national approaches to student assessment and reporting, particularly where the results of these assessments could be used by teachers to guide their practice and be provided to parents to inform them of their child’s progress. That is, the Committee identified a need for nationally consistent diagnostic screening tools to be developed for use when children begin school to identify their development of: auditory processing capacity; speech and language; fine and gross motor coordination skills; letter identification; and letter-sound correspondences. Findings from this objective assessment of specific skills would form the basis on which to plan learning and measure individual reading development, and should also be provided to parents. To address these issues, the following recommendations are made.

9. The Committee recommends that the teaching of literacy throughout schooling be informed by comprehensive, diagnostic and developmentally appropriate assessments of every child, mapped on common scales. Further, it is recommended that:

- nationally consistent assessments on-entry to school be undertaken for every child, including regular monitoring of decoding skills and word reading accuracy using objective testing of specific skills, and that these link to future assessments;
- education authorities and schools be responsible for the measurement of individual progress in literacy by regularly monitoring the development of each child and reporting progress twice each year for the first three years of schooling; and
- the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 national literacy testing program be refocused to make available diagnostic information on individual student performance, to assist teachers to plan the most effective teaching strategies.
The Inquiry identified the issue of mobility as one that needs to be addressed by education authorities. Each year, approximately 100,000 students change schools across State and Territory boundaries, sectors and regions. Mobility is an issue, particularly for the education of children from Indigenous, newly arrived non-English-speaking, and Defence Force backgrounds. A long-overdue mechanism to track individual children throughout their schooling, so that a record of achievement and progress can follow them wherever they attend school, is seen as essential. This would benefit transient students, their parents and the schools to which they move. Such a mechanism would need appropriate protocols to protect privacy.

10. The Committee recommends that a confidential mechanism such as a unique student identifier be established to enable information on an individual child’s performance to follow the child regardless of location, and to monitor a child’s progress throughout schooling and across assessment occasions.

The preparation of teachers

The Inquiry Committee concludes that teaching practices and instructional strategies per se are not independent of the teachers who deliver them, whether or not children experience reading difficulties. Highly effective teachers and their professional learning do make a difference in the classroom. It is not so much what students bring with them from their backgrounds, but what they experience on a day-to-day basis in interaction with teachers and other students that matters. Teaching quality has strong effects on children’s experiences of schooling, including their attitudes, behaviours and achievement outcomes (see Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005).

Thus, there is need for a major focus on teacher quality, and building capacity in teachers towards quality, evidence-based teaching practices that are demonstrably effective in maximising the developmental and learning needs of all children. This is the case for both teacher education and the ongoing professional learning provided to teachers throughout their careers. Pre-service teacher education is the first phase of a teacher’s ongoing commitment to professional learning.
Responses to the national survey of primary teacher preparation courses undertaken by this Inquiry indicate that in almost all of those nominated, less than 10 per cent of time in compulsory subjects/units is devoted to preparing student teachers to teach reading. They also indicated that in half of all courses, less than five per cent of total instructional time is devoted to this task.

Although the Inquiry has concluded that there are significant opportunities for improvement in teacher preparation, it is concerned that an evidence-based approach be adopted in the implementation of the recommendations. Increasing the time on reading instruction, improving the content of teacher preparation courses and school practice arrangements, together with improvements in new graduates’ personal literacy should all be examined to secure a firm evidence-base for teacher preparation. Also, there is little evidence on the most effective way to prepare pre-service teachers to teach reading. This must be given much more research attention by higher education providers.

11. The Committee recommends that the key objective of primary teacher education courses be to prepare student teachers to teach reading, and that the content of course-work in primary literacy education focus on contemporary understandings of:
   • evidence-based findings and an integrated approach to the teaching of reading, including instruction on how to teach phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary knowledge and text comprehension;
   • child and adolescent development; and
   • inclusive approaches to literacy teaching.

12. The Committee recommends that literacy teaching within subject areas be included in the coursework of secondary teachers so that they are well prepared to continue the literacy development of their students throughout secondary schooling in all areas of the curriculum.
13. The Committee recommends that significant national ‘lighthouse’ projects in teacher preparation and education be established to link theory and practice that effectively prepare pre-service teachers to teach literacy, and especially reading, to diverse groups of children.

14. The Committee recommends that the conditions for teacher registration of graduates from all primary and secondary teacher education programs include a demonstrated command of personal literacy skills necessary for effective teaching, and a demonstrated ability to teach literacy within the framework of their employment/teaching program.

**Ongoing professional learning**

Professional learning throughout a teacher’s career is vital to building capacity in literacy teaching (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005).

For the teaching of reading, quality teaching depends upon knowledge of how students best learn to read, how to assess reading ability and growth, and how to use assessment information to apply appropriate intervention strategies from a repertoire of effective practices informed by findings from evidence-based research. It involves knowing students and understanding their diverse backgrounds and learning needs from observation and monitoring.

Ongoing professional learning is essential for teachers to teach reading. Opportunities for professional learning can take many forms, including quality induction programs, teachers’ shared and collaborative learning in school, work in professional learning teams, mentoring, and professional learning for principals and school literacy leaders.
15. The Committee recommends that schools and employing authorities, working with appropriate professional organisations and higher education institutions, provide all teachers with appropriate induction and mentoring throughout their careers, and with ongoing opportunities for evidence-based professional learning about effective literacy teaching.

There is strong evidence that professional learning focused on subject matter knowledge and knowledge about how students best learn, when coupled with a clear understanding of contextual issues faced by teachers in the classroom, improves teaching and learning. Research findings also indicate the importance of linking professional learning to curriculum materials and assessments.

16. The Committee recommends that a national program of literacy action be established to:

- **design** a series of evidence-based teacher professional learning programs focused on effective classroom teaching, and later interventions for those children experiencing reading difficulties;
- **produce** a series of evidence-based guides for effective teaching practice, the first of which should be on reading;
- **evaluate** the effectiveness of approaches to early literacy teaching (especially for early reading) and professional learning programs for practising teachers;
- **investigate** ways of integrating the literacies of information and communication technologies with traditional literacies in the classroom;
- **establish** networks of literacy/reading specialist practitioners to facilitate the application of research to practice; and
- **promote** research into the most effective teaching practices to be used when preparing pre-service teachers to teach reading.
Given that significant funding is provided by the Australian and State and Territory governments to support the ongoing professional learning of teachers, the Inquiry concluded that there was a need for more effective coordination of funding and effort in this area.

17. The Committee recommends that Australian and State and Territory governments’ approaches to literacy improvement be aligned to achieve improved outcomes for all Australian children.

18. The Committee recommends that the Australian Government, together with State and Territory government and non-government education authorities, jointly support the proposed national program for literacy action.

Looking forward

There was a clear consensus view among members of the Inquiry Committee to emphasise the importance of quality teaching and teacher quality. These areas continue to be given strong financial support by the Australian Government, and recommendations from this Inquiry will place added demands on resources if major improvements to teacher professionalism in the area of children’s literacy and learning, behaviour, health and wellbeing are to occur.

Quality literacy teaching is central to these outcomes, and especially for early reading acquisition and subsequent development. This will not be realised until teachers receive evidence-based knowledge and skill development in their pre-service preparation and are supported via in-service professional development. The level of this support must be commensurate with teachers’ invaluable contributions to the enrichment of children’s wellbeing and life chances, as well as to capacity building for the nation’s social and economic future.
For all children, learning to read and write effectively requires effort and commitment from many stakeholders: education authorities, principals and their associations, teachers and their professional associations, the deans of education, health professionals, parents and parent organisations. Responsibility for achieving this ambitious goal at the highest levels leads to the Committee’s final recommendations that -

19. The Australian Government Minister for Education, Science and Training raise these recommendations as issues for attention and action by MCEETYA, and other bodies, agencies and authorities, that will have responsibility to take account of, and implement the recommendations.

20. Progress in implementing these recommendations, and on the state of literacy in Australia, be reviewed and reported every two years.
1. The importance of literacy

Australia’s young people are the most valuable resource for the nation’s social and economic prosperity. The key to such prosperity at both the individual and national level is the provision of quality schooling (Caldwell, 2004). The global economic, technological and social changes under way, requiring responses from an increasingly skilled workforce, make high quality schooling an imperative. Whereas OECD education ministers have committed their countries to the goal of raising the quality of learning for all, this ambitious goal will not be achieved unless all children, irrespective of their backgrounds and locations, receive high-quality teaching.\(^\text{10}\)

Countries throughout the world are seeking to improve their schools, and to meet the demands of higher social and economic expectations of young people, parents, and society as a whole. As the most valuable resource available to schools, teachers are central to improving children’s learning and progress (Cuttance, 2001; Kennedy, 2001). Because teaching is a highly skilled professional activity, improving the efficiency and effectiveness of schooling depends, at the outset, on competent people choosing to work as teachers, and on pre-service and in-service teacher education and teaching practices that are of the highest professional standard.

Since the central aim of schooling is to improve teaching and learning, it is vital that teachers are equipped with evidence-based teaching skills that are demonstrably effective in meeting the learning needs of the children for whom they are responsible.\(^\text{11}\) Nowhere is this more important than in the teaching of literacy (i.e., reading, writing, speaking and listening, and viewing) since literacy competence is foundational, not only for school-based learning, but also for children’s behavioural and psychosocial wellbeing, further education and training, occupational success, as well as for productive and fulfilling participation in social and economic activity. Moreover, the rapidly changing nature of computer-based technologies and global communication systems

\(^{10}\) See: Hattie (2003, 2005); LaTrice-Hill (2002); Louden et al. (2005a); OECD (2005a,b); Ramsey (2000); Rowe (2003, 2004a-c).

\(^{11}\) For explications of the importance of evidence-based orientations to educational policy, practice and reform, see: de Lemos (2002); Fullan (1991, 1994, 2000); Masters (1999); Slavin (2005).
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has given rise to demands for competence in increasingly complex multi-literacies (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000).  

These assertions are supported by the work of Nobel Prize winning economist James Heckman’s (2000, 2005) overview of the economic aspects of human skills formation. Heckman concludes that investment in the learning development of young children is crucial. For Heckman, literacy competence is an essential area of learning investment in the young, being a ‘skill that begets many other skills’ (an index of ‘self-productivity’, as he calls it), because it constitutes a ‘key part of our capacity to increase our capacity’.

International assessments of reading literacy during 2000 and 2003 indicate that while 15-year-old students in Australian schools perform notably better (on average) than the majority of their counterparts in other OECD countries, 12 per cent (ACT, WA) to 28 per cent (NT) are not developing the literacy skills needed for further education, training and work (defined as low achievers), particularly Indigenous students (35%) and males (17%). Similar estimates have been reported for achievement in reading comprehension of 14-year-old Australian students between 1975 and 1998, and, with few exceptions, the estimates have remained constant during the period.

Furthermore, approximately 20 per cent of Australians aged 15-74 years have been identified as having ‘very poor’ literacy skills, with an additional 28 per cent who ‘… could be expected to experience some difficulties in using many of the printed materials that may be encountered in daily life’ (ABS, 1997, p. 7). Evidence from the 1996 National School English Literacy Survey (Masters & Forster, 1997a,b) indicated that the proportion of Year 3 and Year 5 students in Australian schools who did not meet

---

12 There is now considerable interest in the impact of information and communication technologies (especially computers, either networked or stand-alone, and mobile phones) on children’s literacy learning. See the systematic review reported in Andrews et al. (2002).

13 In the OECD Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), the concept of reading literacy emphasises skill in using written information in situations that students may encounter in their life both at and beyond school. Thus, reading literacy is defined as: … understanding, using and reflecting on written texts in order to achieve one’s goals, to develop one’s knowledge and potential, and to participate in society (OECD, 2003, p. 108). For the PISA results relevant to Australia, see: Lokan, Greenwood and Cresswell (2001); Thomson, Cresswell and De Bortoli (2004).

14 See Rothman (2002), who notes: ‘For some groups, there has been improvement, most notably for students from language backgrounds other than English. For other groups, however, results indicate a significant achievement gap. The most significant gap is between Indigenous Australian students and all other students in Australian schools’ (p. ix).
minimum performance standards of literacy required for effective participation in further schooling was found to be as high as 27 per cent for Year 3 students and 29 per cent for Year 5 students.\footnote{Comparative international data are of interest. From the evidence cited in the report by British House of Commons Education and Skills Committee (2005), \textit{Teaching Children to Read}, it is estimated that approximately 20 per cent of 11-year-old children in British schools do not achieve expected success in reading for their age. According to the US National Center for Educational Statistics, “… 38 per cent of fourth graders (~9-year-olds) cannot read at a basic level - that is, they cannot read and understand a short paragraph similar to that in a children’s story book’ (Lyon, 2003, p. 1).}

Since then, data for 2003 have been published. These data show the percentages of Australian students not achieving the minimum National Benchmarks for Reading are: ~8 per cent (Year 3), ~11 per cent (Year 5 and Year 7) (MCEETYA, 2005). By any criterion, these outcomes are unacceptable in terms of the educational, psychosocial wellbeing and life chances of these Australians, as well as the economic and social future of the nation.

Literacy under-achievement has high social and economic costs in terms of both health and crime. The Committee received evidence indicating that the overlap between under-achievement in literacy (especially in reading) and poor behaviour, health and wellbeing, is a major issue to the extent that what should be an ‘education issue’ has become a major health issue (e.g., DeWatt \textit{et al.}, 2004). According to the Royal Australasian College of Physicians, an increasing number of parents are seeking help from health professionals throughout Australia for their children whose self-esteem and behaviour problems have arisen as a consequence of (or are exacerbated by) learning difficulties and failure to acquire adequate literacy skills.

Paediatric physicians refer to this phenomenon as the \textit{new morbidity} in education and child/adolescent health (Oberklaid, 1988, 2004).\footnote{For further explications of this \textit{morbidity}, see: Lyon (2003); Rowe and Rowe (1999, 2000).} Despite the lack of accurate estimates on the overlap between literacy under-achievement and crime, the associated links are well documented (e.g., McNee, 2004; Mayhew, 2003). Clearly, however, it is vital that educational ‘fences’ be built at the top of the ‘cliff’ in preference to the provision of belated and costly ‘ambulance services’ at the bottom. A \textit{necessary} strategy in constructing such ‘fences’ requires building capacity in teacher expertise and professionalism. Given these contexts, an outline of contemporary understandings of effective teaching practice is helpful.
2. Contemporary understandings of effective teaching practices

Teaching practices have long generated debate and ideological controversy, especially as to best methods for the teaching of literacy. As mentioned in the Background section of this report, two clear theoretical orientations have provided the bases for this controversy: (a) explicit, code-based instruction in phonics, and (b) implicit, meaning-based, whole-language instruction. For several decades, whole-language has been the predominant approach for early literacy teaching and learning throughout English-speaking countries (Pearson, 2000; Westwood, 1999, 2004).

Essentially, the whole-language approach to teaching and learning reflects a constructivist philosophy of learning in which children are viewed as inherently active, self-regulating learners who construct knowledge for themselves, with little or no explicit decoding instruction.\(^{17}\) However, there is a strong body of evidence that whole-language approaches are not in the best interests of children experiencing learning difficulties and especially those experiencing reading difficulties.\(^{18}\) Similarly, for children from disadvantaged backgrounds who often do not have rich phonological knowledge and phonemic awareness upon which to base new learning, being taught under constructivist modes has the effect of compounding their disadvantage once they begin school. This is particularly the case for children from non-English speaking backgrounds, including Indigenous children where English may be their second or third language.

In contrast, code-based approaches focus on explicit teaching of the structure and function of written and oral language in ways that allow children, regardless of their backgrounds, to reflect on and consciously manipulate the language. This involves an awareness of phonemes, syllables and morphology. Thus, unlike whole-language approaches, code-based methods typically require a high degree of teacher-centred presentation of learning material, with an emphasis on explicit instruction, scheduled practice and feedback (e.g., Center, 2005; Westwood, 2003, 2004).

\(^{17}\) For recent critiques of the inappropriateness of constructivism as an operational theory of teaching, see: Ellis (2005); Purdie & Ellis (2005); Wilson (2005).

\(^{18}\) See: Anderson et al. (2004); Coltheart (2005a-c); de Lemos (2002, 2004a); Louden et al. (2005a); Moats (2000); Rohl and Greaves (2004); Sweet (1996); Westwood (1999, 2004).
The key element in constructivism (as a theory of knowing and learning rather than teaching) is that the learner is an active contributor to the learning process, and that teaching methods should focus on what the student can bring to the learning situation as much as on what is received from the environment. This approach has its origins in the work of Piaget, Vygotsky, and in Ausubel’s (1968) assertion that ‘the most important single factor influencing learning is what the learner already knows’ (p. 332). Learning that builds effectively on the learner’s current knowledge is said to be within the child’s zone of proximal development (ZPD). The ZPD establishes what the learner already knows, and can do with minimal assistance by a teacher or peer – following which the individual is expected to undertake learning tasks independently.

Hence, the role of the teacher is to be a facilitator of learning (rather than a director), and to provide opportunities for individual learners to acquire knowledge and construct meaning through their own activities, and through discussion, reflection, and the sharing of ideas with other learners with minimal corrective intervention (Cambourne, 2002; Daniels, 2001). Sasson (2001) refers to constructivism as ‘… a mixture of Piagetian stage theory with postmodernist ideology’ (p. 189) that is devoid of evidence-based justification for its adoption as an effective method of teaching. For example, in highlighting the inappropriateness of constructivism as an operational theory of teaching, Wilson (2005, pp. 2-3) argues:

... We largely ignore generations of professional experience and knowledge in favour of a slick postmodern theoretical approach, most often characterised by the misuse of the notion of constructivism.

... Australian operational views of constructivism ... confuse a theory of knowing with a theory of teaching. We confuse the need for the child to construct her own knowledge with a form of pedagogy which sees it as the child’s responsibility to achieve that. We focus on the action of the student in the construction of knowledge rather than the action of the teacher in engaging with the child’s current misconceptions and structuring experiences to challenge those misconceptions. ... The constructivist theory of knowing has been used to justify a non-interventionist theory of pedagogy, whereas it is a fair interpretation to argue that constructivism requires vigorous interventionist teaching: how, after all, is a student with misconceptions supposed to challenge them unaided? How does she even know they are misconceptions?

We need, instead, a view of teaching which emphasises that the role of the teacher is to intervene vigorously and systematically; that is done on the basis of excellent knowledge of a domain and of student conceptions and misconceptions in that domain, assembled
from high quality formative assessments; and that the purpose of the intervention is to ensure that the child’s construction of knowledge leads her to a more correct understanding of the domain.

These observations by Wilson are consistent with expressed concerns that too many faculties and schools of education in Australian higher education institutions currently providing pre-service teacher education base their programs on constructivist views of teaching. Westwood (1999), for example, highlights the results of a South Australian study which found that most teachers (79%) had been strongly encouraged to use a constructivist approach in their initial teacher-education courses and during in-service professional development programs. Even more notably, 67 per cent of the teacher trainees in this study indicated that constructivism was the only teaching approach to which they had been exposed in their teaching method courses. Commenting on these findings, Westwood (1999, p. 5) notes:

At the same time as constructivist approaches have been promoted, direct teaching methods have been overtly or covertly criticised and dismissed as inappropriate, with the suggestion that they simply don’t work and are dull and boring for learners. The message that most teachers appear to have absorbed is that all direct teaching is old-fashioned and should be abandoned in favour of student-centred enquiry and activity-based learning.
3. The teaching of literacy

Literacy teaching and learning are complex tasks for both teachers and children and require a high degree of professional skill. Although children enter school with varying degrees of competence in oral language, typically they have little knowledge about how to read and write. Reading – the key element of literacy competence – involves two basic processes: (1) learning how to decipher print; and (2) understanding what the print means. Findings from the related scientific research indicate that for these processes to be successful, it is vital that both initial and subsequent literacy instruction (in the case of children experiencing reading difficulties) be grounded in the basic building blocks of reading, namely, the set of integrated sub-skills that include:

- letter-symbol recognition;
- letter-sound rules (phonemic awareness and phonological knowledge);
- whole-word recognition; and
- the ability to derive meaning from written text.

Evidence for the effective integration of these sub-skills is unequivocal. Indeed there is now a strong body of scientific evidence that children are greatly assisted in learning to become proficient readers if their reading tuition is grounded in direct, explicit and systematic phonics instruction (Coltheart, 2005b,c). Much of this evidence has been synthesised in the United States of America (US) Report of the National Reading Panel: Teaching Children to Read (NRP, 2000a,b) – the largest and most influential investigation to date into the relative effectiveness of different approaches to the teaching of reading. A brief summary of the key findings from the NRP synthesis is helpful here.

Employing a meta-analytic research methodology, the NRP estimated the effect sizes of systematic phonics instruction compared to unsystematic or no phonics instruction on learning to read, across 66 treatment-control comparisons in 38 experi-
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19 For example, see: Ainley & Fleming (2000, 2003); Ainley, Fleming & McGregor (2002); Center (2005); Coltheart (2005a); Carton & Pratt (1998).

20 See: Camilli et al. (2003); Center (2005); Coltheart (2005a-c); de Lemos (2002); Ehri et al. (2001); Munro (1998, 1999, 2000a); NRP (2000a,b).

21 For a more detailed overview of findings from the NRP report, see NITL Literature Review (2005).
mental or quasi-experimental studies. The results indicated that while the overall effect size (ES) of phonics instruction on reading was moderate (ES = 0.41), the positive effects persisted after instruction ended. Effects were larger when phonics instruction began early (ES = 0.55) than after first grade (ES = 0.27), benefiting decoding skills, word reading, text comprehension and spelling in many readers.

Phonics instruction helped a wide spectrum of children: those from low and middle socio-economic backgrounds; children for whom English was a second language; younger children at risk of experiencing reading difficulties; and older children experiencing reading difficulties. Synthetic phonics and larger-unit systematic phonics programs produced a similar advantage in children’s reading achievement. In sum, systematic phonics instruction helped children learn to read significantly better than all forms of control group instruction, including whole-language. The report concluded that since systematic phonics instruction proved to be universally effective, it should be implemented as part of literacy programs to teach beginning reading, as well as to prevent and remediate reading difficulties (see NRP, 2000b, p. 2-89).

The NRP also provided evidence of how children’s reading comprehension is developed as they build letter-sound links, vocabulary knowledge and fluency in reading. Similarly, the NRP highlighted evidence of how fluency can be developed through repeated readings, provided that children receive teacher feedback and encouragement. Fluency also is taught by helping children learn the value and importance of punctuation as it relates to reading for meaning.

The NRP further identified specific text comprehension skills that enable children to develop higher order thinking skills, and how the integration and comprehensive approaches to literacy enable children to develop reading for both learning and pleasure. However, this process is not established as discrete steps but as an integration of all the following skills via explicit instruction in: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary knowledge, and text comprehension. Like other studies before it, the NRP report emphasised that teacher professional development in literacy instruction is crucial to children’s literacy achievements.

Meta-analysis is a statistical method used for summarising findings from many studies that have investigated a similar problem. The method provides a numerical way of assessing and comparing the magnitudes of ‘average’ results, known as ‘effect size’ (ES) – expressed in standard deviation (SD) units. An ES is calculated as the difference in performance between the average scores of a group in a trial or experimental condition and those in a comparison condition, divided by the SD of the comparison group (or more often, divided by the pooled SD of both groups). An effect size ≤ 0.2 is regarded as ‘weak’; 0.5 is considered ‘moderate’; and 0.8 or larger as ‘strong’.
These results are supported by findings from a more recent meta-analytic study of phonics and whole-language approaches to the teaching of beginning reading undertaken by Camilli, Vargas and Yurecko (2003). The findings from this synthesis of 40 studies, involving a reanalysis of the data reported earlier by the NRP summarised above, indicate that a combination of tutoring (strategy instruction) and whole-language reading activities (i.e., print-rich, in-context and meaning-based) yielded effect sizes at least as large as systematic phonics alone (direct instruction). In addition, the findings suggest these effects were additive. That is, provided that synthetic phonics formed the basis of initial instruction, the combined effects of phonics and whole-language approaches yielded effect sizes (in some cases) up to four times greater than phonics instruction alone. Camilli et al. note that their findings for all students including those experiencing reading difficulties are consistent with two conclusions from the NRP reports (NRP, 2000a, p. 2-96; NRP, 2000b, p. 2-97):

- Programs that focus too much on the teaching of letter-sounds relations and not enough on putting them to use are unlikely to be very effective. In implementing systematic phonics instruction, educators must keep the end [original emphasis] in mind and ensure that children understand the purpose of learning letter-sounds and are able to apply their skills in their daily reading and writing activities.

- Finally, it is important to emphasize that systematic phonics instruction should be integrated with other reading instruction to create a balanced reading program. Phonics instruction is never a total reading program.

These findings are consistent with findings of Center (2005), Louden et al. (2005b) and of Swanson and Hoskyn (1998), that effective teachers often integrate teaching practices from several strategies, and that an integrated approach is more effective than exclusive reliance on one single approach.

Camilli et al. (2003) warn that if effective instruction in reading should focus on phonics to the exclusion of other instructional approaches, both policy and practice are likely to be misdirected. Program administrators and teachers need to understand that while ‘scientifically-based reading research’ supports the teaching of foundational reading skills promoted via phonemic awareness and systematic phonics instruction, it also supports a strong meaning-based approach that provides individualised strategy
instruction, especially for students during their middle years of schooling. As such, it is important that teachers not over-emphasise one aspect of a complex process. This conclusion is consistent with the observations made in the British report by the House of Commons Education and Skills Committee, *Teaching Children to Read* (2005, pp. 3-4), as follows:

It is unlikely that any one method (of teaching reading) ... would lead to a complete elimination of underachievement in reading; however, it seems at present around 20% of eleven-year-olds are not reading at an age-appropriate level. We recommend a review of the NLS [National Literacy Strategy] to determine whether its current prescriptions and recommendations (re: synthetic phonics) are the best available methodology for the teaching of reading in primary schools. Further large-scale, comparative research on the best ways of teaching children to read, comparing synthetic phonics ‘fast and first’ with other methods (for example analytical phonics and the searchlights model promoted in the NLS) is necessary to determine which methods of teaching are most effective for which children. It may be that some methods of teaching (such as phonics) are more effective for children in danger of being left behind.

On the basis of a comprehensive synthesis of findings from the related evidence-based research, Center (2005) notes that the systematic, explicit teaching of phonics is a *necessary condition* but not a *sufficient condition* for the teaching of reading. Since reading essentially involves two basic and complementary processes: learning how to decipher print and understanding what the print means, an integrated approach to reading instruction is mandatory. This assertion is consistent with key findings from Cowen’s (2003) synthesis of six major research studies of approaches to beginning reading – each of which concur that reading text cannot be taught separately from direct phonics instruction.


---

23 In contrast to *direct instruction*, which focuses primarily upon the acquisition of foundational skills (a ‘bottom-up’ approach), *strategy instruction* aims to develop students’ higher-order cognitive abilities (a ‘top-down’ approach) via the construction of meaning through the interrogation of existing and new knowledge, and the flexible use of cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies to foster, monitor, regulate and master comprehension. For an outline of the utility of strategy instruction approaches, particularly for students experiencing literacy learning difficulties beyond the early years of schooling, see: Ellis (2005); Purdie and Ellis (2005).

24 These studies, which are summarised in more detail in the *Literature Review*, are: Adams (1990); Anderson, Hiebert, Scott and Wilkinson (1985); Bond and Dykstra (1967); Chall (1967); NRP (2000a,b); Snow, Burns and Griffin (1998).
notes: ‘Avoiding instructional extremes is at the heart of providing a balanced program of reading instruction’ (p. 52). Further, Pressley (1998) observes: ‘Balanced literacy teachers combine the strengths of whole language and skills instruction, and in doing so, create instruction that is more than the sum of its parts’ (p. 1).

Notwithstanding these assertions, findings from the seven-year study undertaken by Johnston and Watson (2005a,b) clearly indicate the superior efficacy of synthetic phonics instruction, and are worthy of mention here. This study was carried out in Clackmannanshire primary schools (Scotland) in mostly disadvantaged areas, with a few schools from moderately advantaged areas. Three training programs were conducted with 300 children for 16 weeks, beginning soon after entry to the first year of formal schooling. For 20 minutes per day, children were taught either: (a) by a synthetic phonics program, or (b) by an analytic phonics program, or (c) by an analytic phonics plus phonological-awareness training program.

At the end of these programs, the synthetic phonics taught group were: (a) reading words around seven months ahead of the other two groups, (b) were reading around seven months ahead for their chronological age, (c) were spelling around eight to nine months ahead of the other groups, and (d) were again performing in spelling around seven months ahead of chronological age. The synthetic phonics taught group also read irregular words better than the other groups, and was the only group that could read unfamiliar words by analogy.

By the end of the children’s seventh year of primary schooling, the gains made in reading achievement by the children who had been taught synthetic phonics during their first year had increased six-fold, increasing from seven months to three years and six months ahead of chronological age. The gain in spelling was 4.5-fold, improving from seven months to one year and nine months ahead of chronological age. Johnston and Watson note that although children from disadvantaged backgrounds typically had poorer literacy skills at school entry, the children from less disadvantaged backgrounds who had initially been taught synthetic phonics were still performing at or above

---

25 For the distinction between analytic and synthetic phonics instruction, see Glossary. Note that synthetic phonics is used in Germany and Austria and is mostly taught before children are introduced to books or reading. It involves teaching small groups of letters very rapidly, and children are shown how letter sounds can be co-articulated to pronounce unfamiliar words. In another version of synthetic phonics (i.e., the Hickey Multi-Sensory Language Course; Augur and Briggs, 1992), the first block of letter sounds is ‘s’, ‘a’, ‘t’, ‘i’, ‘p’, ‘n’, which make up more three-letter words than any other six letters. Children are shown many of the words that these letters generate (e.g., ‘sat’, ‘tin’, ‘pin’).
chronological age on word reading, spelling and reading comprehension. Johnston and Watson (2005b, p. 8) note:

It can be concluded that the synthetic phonics programme led to children from lower socio-economic backgrounds performing at the same level as children from advantaged backgrounds for most of their time in primary school. It also led to boys performing better than or as well as girls.

These results provide further support to findings from the extensive, evidence-based research supported by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD). This work is important to the present Inquiry, since in response to the question: ‘Can children with reading problems overcome their difficulties?’, Lyon responds in the affirmative. Consistent findings from this work indicate that the majority of children who enter the early years of schooling at risk of experiencing difficulties can and do learn to read at average or above average levels:

... but only if they are identified early and provided with systematic, explicit, and intensive instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, reading fluency, vocabulary, and reading comprehension strategies. Substantial research supported by NICHD shows clearly that without systematic, focused and intensive interventions, the majority of children rarely ‘catch-up’. Failure to develop basic reading skills by age nine predicts a lifetime of illiteracy. Unless these children receive the appropriate instruction, more than 74% of the children entering first grade who are at-risk for reading failure will continue to have reading problems into adulthood. On the other hand, the early identification of children at-risk for reading failure, coupled with the provision of comprehensive early reading interventions, can reduce the percentage of children reading below the basic level in the fourth grade (i.e. 38%) to six per cent or less (Lyon, 2003, pp. 3-4).26

Thus, the purpose of early reading instruction in school education is to help children master the challenges of linking written and spoken language. These include acquiring knowledge about the alphabetic system, learning to decode new words, building a vocabulary that can be read on sight from memory, and becoming facile at constructing, integrating, interpreting and remembering meanings represented in text in whatever form such representations are presented.

26 Further details about findings from the reading research supported by NICHD derive from an interview between Dr Norman Swan and Dr Reid Lyon on ABC Radio National’s Health Report on 17 January 2005. A full transcript of this interview is available at: http://www.abc.net.au/rn/talks/8.30/helthrp/stories/s1266657.htm.
In sum, the incontrovertible finding from the extensive body of local and international evidence-based literacy research is that for children during the early years of schooling (and subsequently if needed), to be able to link their knowledge of spoken language to their knowledge of written language, they must first master the alphabetic code – the system of grapheme-phoneme correspondences that link written words to their pronunciations. Because these are both foundational and essential skills for the development of competence in reading, writing and spelling, they must be taught explicitly, systematically, early and well.27

Consistent with the documented concerns and findings of psychologists and reading researchers,28 the Committee has concluded that many teachers in Australian primary and secondary schools are not being adequately equipped with the evidence-based knowledge and related practical strategies to teach these essential skills – either during their pre-service teacher education courses, or during in-service professional development.29 The Committee also received evidence that largely as a consequence of this inadequacy, significant numbers of Australian children are not being provided with the opportunity to acquire adequate standards of reading for their age and grade levels, regardless of their socio-cultural, socio-economic backgrounds or residential locations.

Given the centrality of teaching standards to children’s literacy acquisition, it follows that teachers must have access to, understand, know, and be able to use teaching strategies that have consistently been shown from evidence-based research findings to be demonstrably effective. This evidence, together with the consultation advice received by the Committee from reading research experts and submissions, leads to the compelling conclusion that systematic phonics teaching within a stimulating and rich literacy

27 It is worth noting that following the work of Liberman (1973), a comprehensive review of the research literature on the mental processing that underlies skilled reading and on how reading should be taught has been undertaken by a group of leading experts in the field (i.e., Rayner et al., 2001, 2002).

28 For example, see: Anderson et al. (2004); Coltheart (2005b,c); de Lemos (2002, 2004a,b); Louden et al. (2005b); Rohl and Greaves (2004); Sweet (1996); Westwood (1999, 2003, 2004).

29 Despite its lack of empirical support, the theoretical ‘four resources’ model of literacy acquisition (initially proposed by Freebody & Luke, 1990 and subsequently refined by Luke & Freebody, 1999), is widely acknowledged and espoused among Australian teacher educators and classroom teachers. However, the Committee is not confident that sufficient numbers of teachers have the necessary knowledge, training and teaching strategies to provide their students with the essential alphabetic code-breaking ‘resources’. Commenting on this model, Hay, Elias and Booker (2005) note: ‘Students with reading difficulties can have persistent problems in engaging with texts in these various ways, and teachers must be able to select and implement suitable interventions for them’ (p. 5), particularly in essential alphabetic code-breaking skills (see Sweet, 1996).
environment is essential to the effective teaching of reading during children’s first three years of schooling, and thereafter where necessary. Thus, the following two recommendations are of the highest priority and are made as a basis for all other recommendations in this report.

**Recommendation 1**
The Committee recommends that teachers be equipped with teaching strategies based on findings from rigorous, evidence-based research that are shown to be effective in enhancing the literacy development of all children.

**Recommendation 2**
The Committee recommends that teachers provide systematic, direct and explicit phonics instruction so that children master the essential alphabetic code-breaking skills required for foundational reading proficiency. Equally, that teachers provide an integrated approach to reading that supports the development of oral language, vocabulary, grammar, reading fluency, comprehension and the literacies of new technologies.

Such instruction arising from these two recommendations must be part of an intellectually challenging literacy environment that is inclusive of all children.

Research into effective teaching practices during and beyond the early years provided compelling evidence that teachers need a comprehensive repertoire of strategies and approaches plus the knowledge to select and apply the strategies and approaches that meet individual learning needs.

**Recommendation 3**
The Committee recommends that literacy teaching continue throughout schooling (K-12) in all areas of the curriculum. Literacy must be the responsibility of all teachers across the curriculum, to provide an educationally sound program meeting the specific skill and knowledge needs of individual children from diverse backgrounds and locations.
4. Contexts and conditions for effective teaching

Early childhood: the importance of the prior-to-school years

Early childhood, to eight years of age, is a time of rapid growth and development, more than at any other time of life, with 75 per cent of brain development occurring in the first five years of life, much of this in the first three years of life. The learning that occurs in early childhood is crucial to later development – early experiences affect physical and social development, the ability to learn, the capacity to regulate emotions and the way in which children respond to the external environment in fundamental ways. Findings from local and international research confirms the importance of such early development for establishing the foundation of a child’s future health, learning and social wellbeing (CCCH, 2004; McCain & Mustard, 1999; Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000).

In addition, there are significant transitions that children typically face, such as commencing childcare, participating in early learning settings or entering school. A recent analysis of the costs and benefits of investment in high-quality, large-scale early-childhood development services has found that early learning experiences, including learning social and pre-literacy and numeracy skills, make the transition to school easier for the child, increasing the chances of school success and life chances more broadly (Lynch, 2004).

There is good evidence that children, especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds, who attend quality early education and care programs have a clear advantage when they begin school, and in turn benefit more from their school experiences over time (Sylva et al., 2003). Quality early learning and care experiences from birth lay the foundation for a smooth transition to school, doing well at school and having better life chances more generally. The significance of the years prior-to-school cannot be underestimated in providing exposure to literacy and the development of pre-literacy skills through families, childcare, preschool and community experiences.
The role of parents

The evidence is consistent, positive and convincing that parental involvement in children’s education has a powerful impact on their achievement and engagement. This relationship holds across families of all economic, ethnic, and educational backgrounds and for children of all ages. The benefits for children include: demonstrating more positive attitudes and behaviours; attending school more regularly; earning higher grades and achieving better examination results; and increasing the likelihood of completing secondary school and continuing their education.

In highly effective schools, parents are encouraged to take an active role in discussing, monitoring and supporting their children’s learning and are involved in setting goals for the school and in developing school policies. Recent national research has also highlighted that one of the six characteristics of highly effective schools is that they have high levels of parent and community involvement (Masters, 2005).

Improving the participation of Indigenous parents and communities is a long-standing national priority (MCEETYA, 1995, 2000). Indigenous parents need to be fully consulted and their opinions valued by decision makers. Active, strong participation can flow from well-formed partnerships (see: MCEETYA, 2001; DEST, 2002).

Children’s educational opportunities are greatly enhanced when parents have confidence in the principal and teachers at their child’s school. The Committee recognised the importance of the years prior-to-school in providing children with a positive start to literacy development. While it is the responsibility of schools to teach children to read and write, there are many things that parents and carers can do to develop the language skills of their children. For example, reading aloud with children during the early preschool years is important in assisting children’s familiarity with books, with the pleasurable aspects of reading, as well as in developing early links between print and meaning. Supporting parents in this endeavour, which may best be undertaken through early learning settings, has led to the following recommendation:

**Recommendation 4**
The Committee recommends that programs, guides and workshops be provided for parents and carers to support their children’s literacy development. These should acknowledge and build on the language and literacy that children learn in their homes and communities.

---

30 See, for example: Desforges and Abouchaar (2003); Henderson and Mapp (2002); Rowe (1991).
School Leadership, management and implementation

Evidence obtained by the Committee demonstrated that successful literacy teaching and learning occurs best where there is leadership that develops a consistent and comprehensive whole-school approach that is clearly specified in a literacy plan. Such plans give priority to the teaching of literacy across the curriculum at every level of primary and secondary schooling. Implementation of the plan is made the responsibility of all teachers under the leadership and direction of the principal and senior staff. The outcome of the plan must be that children and young people in primary and secondary schools achieve the level of literacy that enables them to proceed successfully to the next stage of their lives, whether it be for further schooling, tertiary education or work.

Recommendation 5
The Committee recommends that all education authorities and school leaders examine their approaches to the teaching of literacy and put in place an explicit, whole-school literacy planning, monitoring and reviewing process in collaboration with school communities and parents.

This process should be comprehensive and recognise the learning needs of children experiencing difficulty in learning to read and write, as well as extending successful readers and writers, so that each child can proceed with every likelihood of success to the next stages of his or her life.

The Committee’s visits to schools confirmed the research evidence that strong leadership has a significant effect both directly and indirectly on student outcomes. A strong leadership team impacts on classroom teaching and on other school-based factors such as developing and engendering shared visions and goals; fostering a positive learning environment; focusing on teaching and learning; modelling purposeful teaching; having high expectations; providing positive reinforcement; monitoring progress; clear articulation of pupil rights and responsibilities; fostering trust between the home and school; and promoting the school as a learning organisation (Sammons, Hillman & Mortimore, 1995). Indeed, leadership effects are second only to teacher effects in terms of their impact on student outcomes (Hill, 1998; Watson, 2005). Hill (1998) notes that because most of these characteristics, along with others associated with effective teaching, are factors over which school leaders can potentially exercise influence, it is probable that the impact of school leaders is understated in much of the research.
Effective leadership is a critical factor in developing whole-school approaches to the teaching of reading and providing staff with the necessary ongoing professional support. Without exception, the schools visited by the Committee demonstrated strong leadership from the principal and the school leadership team which impact positively on student literacy learning and teacher professional learning. Several schools visited have identified a dedicated specialist literacy teacher responsible for supporting staff through providing assistance with diagnostic assessment, planning appropriate activities with classroom teachers, providing one-on-one assistance for those students experiencing difficulties and those needing extension, providing professional learning for staff, and connecting with parents. The Committee took note of the findings from research, evidence from the consultations and site visits as well as many submissions in making the following recommendations.

**Recommendation 6**
The Committee recommends that all schools identify a highly trained specialist literacy teacher with specialised skills in teaching reading, to be responsible for linking the whole-school literacy planning process with classroom teaching and learning, and supporting school staff in developing, implementing and monitoring progress against individual literacy plans, particularly for those children experiencing reading and literacy difficulties.

Together with the school leadership team, the specialist literacy teacher would be key to identifying and providing professional learning for staff. The specialist literacy teacher needs to be resourced appropriately so that sufficient time is dedicated to supporting staff in their professional learning, including working alongside fellow teachers in classrooms.

**Recommendation 7**
The Committee recommends that specialist postgraduate studies in literacy (especially in teaching reading) be provided by higher education providers to support the skill base and knowledge of teachers, including the specialist literacy teachers.
Standards for teaching literacy

Given the importance of literacy competence to children’s engagement in schooling, and to their subsequent educational progress and life chances, the Committee received strong recommendations from peak stakeholders for the specification of literacy teaching standards for teachers of children during the early and middle years of schooling. To gain professional credibility and commitment, and to acknowledge the highly professional nature of the teaching of reading, it is vital that such standards are developed by the profession, that they serve the public interest, and are applied nationally.

As advocated by Ingvarson (2002), developers of professional teaching standards are required to identify the central tasks of teaching, namely, what teachers should know, do, and be able to improve. Since teaching standards need to identify the unique features of what teachers are required to know and do, they should clarify teaching practice in the light of findings from evidence-based research and related best practice. Thus, teaching standards are not immutable; they need regular revision by being informed by research and professional knowledge, with important implications for both pre-service teacher education and in-service professional learning.

Standards for Teachers of English Language and Literacy in Australia (STELLA) have been developed for accomplished teachers in the language modes of reading, writing, listening and speaking, and viewing. The Committee considers that although these provide a useful framework for teachers’ professional learning, they are neither sufficiently fine-grained nor targeted to meet evidence-based best-practice requirements for: (a) accreditation of teacher education courses/programs; (b) initial teacher registration; and (c) accomplished teaching of reading for children with diverse needs at different levels of schooling.

Evidence-based guides for the teaching of literacy, that support standards especially for reading and writing, also need to be developed for use in teacher education programs and in schools. Hence, the following recommendation is made:

---

31 These standards have been developed jointly by the Australian Association for the Teaching of English (AATE) and the Australian Literacy Educators’ Association (ALEA). Specific details about the STELLA Project and the related teacher professional development support provided by the Project are available at: [http://www.stella.org.au](http://www.stella.org.au).
Recommendation 8
The Committee recommends that Teaching Australia – Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership, in consultation with relevant professional associations, employers from the government and Catholic school sectors and representatives of the independent school sector, together with relevant teacher institutes and registration bodies, develop and implement national standards for literacy teaching, initial teacher registration, and for accomplished teaching, consistent with evidence-based guides for practice. It is further recommended that these standards form a basis for the accreditation of teacher preparation courses.
5. Assessment

The Committee acknowledges the critical importance of assessment, if teachers are to be in the best position to help their students. Assessment serves multiple purposes: to diagnose and remediate essential skills; measure growth and monitor progress; provide feedback to learners; and for reporting to parents and education systems.

The Committee is aware that issues surrounding student assessment and reporting of and for learning are a high priority with State and Territory education jurisdictions and schools. There are many examples across the country where teachers and schools are being informed by assessment data. Such schools recognise the importance of frequent and ongoing monitoring of reading proficiency and growth in the early years.

Assessment of children in the early years of schooling, from school entry, is of critical importance in teaching reading and, in particular, identifying children who are at risk of not making adequate progress. The early identification of children experiencing difficulties in learning to read means that interventions to provide support for these students can be put in place early. The assessment of all children by their teachers as early as possible after school entry is a key element in the National Literacy and Numeracy Plan (NLNP).32

The reading growth of individual children should be closely monitored by ongoing assessment for learning within schools. Assessment for learning includes ‘all those activities undertaken by teachers and/or by their students, which provide information to be used as feedback to modify the teaching and learning activities in which they are engaged’ (Black & Wiliam, 1998). Information gathered from these formative assessments is used to shape improvements, rather than provide a summary of performance. Teachers use this assessment information to adjust teaching processes to meet students’ learning needs. Research into formative assessment by the OECD Centre for Educational Research and Innovation provides evidence of improved student achievement, including gains for underachieving students (CERI, 2005).

When assessing for learning, teachers use a range of strategies to identify individual students’ prior knowledge and to monitor progress. This information is used to identify specific learning needs, to select appropriate teaching activities to meet those needs,

---

and to plan for future learning. Information from assessment for learning is considered along with data from large-scale assessments of learning. State-wide assessments and basic national comparisons through benchmarks enable teachers and schools to assess the quality of their teaching and in so doing provide teachers with useful information that can be used to plan classroom teaching programs.

The reporting of the results of state-wide assessments of students’ achievements in literacy and numeracy against national benchmarks is an element of the NLNP. In recent years, the data from these assessments has been provided to schools in ways that schools can use to evaluate, review and develop teaching programs to improve learning outcomes for all students. Teachers use this assessment information to provide timely and reliable information about children’s progress in reports to parents.

Assessment of and for learning is an integral part of any literacy plan. Teachers need to monitor children’s achievement progress from school entry to determine appropriate teaching strategies, especially for those children identified at-risk. Assessments for learning should first be based on a thorough understanding of child and adolescent development. Feedback data from assessments of and for learning are essential to: (a) assist teachers in determining the extent to which a student has mastered the skills that have been taught and learned; and (b) inform both teachers and parents what must be done to meet the learning needs of the student (see: Griffin & Nix, 1991; Griffin et al., 1995a, b; Rowe, 2005; Rowe & Hill, 1996).

Monitoring individual learners and their progress over time requires assessments of children’s progress on well-constructed, common, empirical scales that are qualitatively described. Such scales are often referred to as progress maps. The use of such progress maps enables the monitoring of both individuals and groups across the years of schooling (e.g., see Masters, Meiers & Rowe, 2003).

The fact that most children make progress through an area of learning in much the same way makes group teaching possible. Nevertheless, not all children learn in precisely the same way, and some children appear to be markedly different in the way they learn and how quickly they learn. An understanding of typical patterns of learning facilitates the identification and appreciation of individuals who learn in uniquely different ways, including those with learning difficulties. The evidence available to the Committee made it clear that children in the first years of schooling develop at such a rapid rate that there is a need to monitor their reading growth regularly and report progress to parents at least twice each year.

The Committee discussed the advantages of further developing national approaches to student assessment and reporting, particularly where the results of these assessments
Assessment could be used by teachers to guide their practice and be provided to parents to inform them of their child’s progress. That is, the Committee identified a need for nationally consistent diagnostic screening tools to be developed for use when children begin school to identify their development of: auditory processing capacity; speech and language; fine and gross motor coordination skills; letter identification; and letter-sound correspondences. Findings from this objective assessment of specific skills would form the basis on which to plan learning and measure individual reading development, and should also be provided to parents. To address these issues, the following recommendations are made:

Recommendation 9
The Committee recommends that the teaching of literacy throughout schooling be informed by comprehensive, diagnostic and developmentally appropriate assessments of every child, mapped on common scales. Further, it is recommended that:

- nationally consistent assessments on-entry to school be undertaken for every child, including regular monitoring of decoding skills and word reading accuracy using objective testing of specific skills, and that these link to future assessments;
- education authorities and schools be responsible for the measurement of individual progress in literacy by regularly monitoring the development of each child and reporting progress twice each year for the first three years of schooling; and
- the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 national literacy testing program be refocused to make available diagnostic information on individual student performance, to assist teachers to plan the most effective teaching strategies.

Two assessment scales from Clay (1993a, 2002) that are used widely for such purposes include: Hearing and Recording Sounds in Words (HRSW) and Concepts About Print (CAP). Diagnostic assessments for phonemic awareness and phonological knowledge have been developed by Munro (1997, 2000b). Further diagnostic decoding assessment approaches are reviewed by Center (2005, ch. 17, pp. 221-236).
The Committee identified mobility as an issue to be addressed by education authorities. Each year, approximately 100,000 students change schools across State and Territory boundaries, sectors and regions. Mobility is particularly an issue for the education of Indigenous children, newly arrived non-English speaking background children and the children of Defence Forces personnel. By tracking individual children across a number of years of schooling, it is possible to identify similarities in their patterns of learning and achievement progress.

Assessments of this kind show that, in most areas of school learning, it is possible to identify typical patterns of learning, due in part to natural learning sequences (the fact that some learning inevitably builds on to and requires earlier learning), but also due to conventions for sequencing teaching and learning. This has highlighted for the Committee the need for a mechanism that allows student performance information to follow the child, regardless of whether families move within or across sectors or State and Territory boundaries. Such a mechanism would need appropriate protocols to protect privacy.

**Recommendation 10**
The Committee recommends that a confidential mechanism such as a unique student identifier be established to enable information on an individual child’s performance to follow the child regardless of location, and to monitor a child’s progress throughout schooling and across assessment occasions.
6. The preparation of teachers

The Inquiry was asked to identify the extent to which prospective teachers are provided with the skills and approaches to the teaching of reading that are effective in the classroom, and the opportunities to develop and practice these skills. For this purpose, the Inquiry conducted a national survey of teacher education institutions that focused on preparing teachers to teach reading and literacy in primary schools within four-year bachelor degrees. All 34 teacher education institutions that offer primary teacher education courses participated. The survey was augmented by a series of five focus groups involving representatives of 32 of these institutions. See Appendix 2 for the full report of A study of the teaching of reading in primary teacher education courses.

Responses to the national survey indicate that in almost all of the nominated courses, less than 10 per cent of time in compulsory subjects/units is devoted to preparing student teachers to teach reading. They also indicated that in half of all courses, less than five per cent of total instructional time is devoted to teaching reading.

Teacher educators participating in the focus groups agreed that prospective teachers need to have a sound understanding and appreciation of language, including linguistic structures, grammar, the alphabetic principle, spelling and the connections between oral language and reading, writing and spelling. It was generally acknowledged that it is essential for student teachers to be able to undertake explicit teaching of phonological awareness and phonics. About two-thirds of institutions (21 out of 34) indicated that their compulsory coursework in reading and literacy covered all of the skills and capabilities identified in the survey instrument.

Participants in focus group sessions agreed that practical experience in schools is crucial for the preparation of teachers, but the survey found that across the sector there is a marked variability in the number of days that student teachers spend in schools. School experience in four-year programs varied between 50 and 160 days, with the most commonly reported commitment to school experience being 100 days. Focus group participants reported that the practical experience their students have in schools varies greatly, and there was a general concern that some student teachers graduate without experiencing a school placement with a high-quality teacher. Moreover, some students could graduate from their primary preparation without ever seeing children in their first year of school being taught to read. On a more positive note, the survey found that the student teachers in many institutions had opportunities in
addition to the practicum to link theory and practice. These opportunities include micro-teaching and experience in teaching and learning clinics.

Focus group participants reported a range of approaches to forming partnerships in schools and working with other professionals. Some institutions had developed strong alliances with groups of schools, but participants stressed that these were resource intensive and took time to build and maintain. The strengthening of partnerships between teacher education faculties and schools was seen as desirable. Partnerships with other professionals such as paediatricians, psychologists and speech pathologists are not as strong as partnerships with schools and school systems.

The literacy competency of student teachers was raised as an issue in all focus group discussions. Participants reported that many students lacked the literacy skills required to be effective teachers of reading. These students needed help to develop their foundational literacy skills. They also needed explicit teaching about meta-linguistic concepts, for example, phonemic awareness, phonics, and the alphabetic principle. Although the literacy competence of student teachers is assessed in some way in most courses, and in some cases students who do not have particular assessed levels are required to undertake specific course work to redress this deficiency, the practice was not universal.

Issues that emerged from the national survey and focus group meetings are among those frequently mentioned in the local and international teacher education literature. A recent summary prepared by Gore and Griffiths (see Louden et al., 2005b, pp. 9-27) confirms that many commentators have called for longer teacher education programs with stronger accreditation (NBPTS, 1989, 1996; NCATE, 2001; Ramsey, 2000), and more time within these programs for literacy (Nolen, McCutchen & Berninger, 1990). Calls for longer and better quality school experience frequently are associated with calls for improved partnerships with schools (Burstein et al., 1999; Grimmett, 1995; NBEET & ALLC, 1995).

With regard to content of these courses, commentators have called for more background knowledge about language acquisition and linguistics (AATE, 1999a; Layton & Deeney, 1995), and have identified lists of essential content knowledge about reading and literacy (Snow, Burns & Griffin, 1998). Recent Australian survey research has confirmed

---

34 For a relevant assessment instrument, see TWA (2005). A similar instrument is available for assessment of tertiary students’ basic mathematical skills (i.e., TEMT, 2005).

35 For more information about the survey and focus group discussion, see Appendix 2.
that prospective teachers have a positive attitude towards but poor knowledge of language structures (Fielding-Barnsley & Purdie, 2005), and that beginning primary teachers are not confident about teaching specific aspects of literacy such as viewing, spelling, grammar and phonics (Louden et al., 2005b). The need for high levels of personal literacy among prospective teachers has frequently been expressed (ACDE, 1998; AATE, 1999b; NBEET & ALLC, 1995). These concerns reflect some scepticism among practitioners teachers about the personal literacy standards of new graduates (Louden et al., 2005b).

In general terms, the reputation of the effectiveness of teacher preparation among new graduates is not high (Batten et al., 1991; Holmes-Smith, 1999; Dinham & Scott in Senate Employment, Education and Training References Committee, 1998). Although these concerns are often shared by experienced teachers (Louden et al., 2005b), some have argued that this reflects a ‘generational blame game’ (Luke, Luke & Mayer, 2000). In exploring the preparation of ‘teacher ready’ graduates (Parliament of Victoria, 2005), the Inquiry was aware of three confounding issues: rising student staff ratios, the impact of graduates’ first appointments on development of teaching quality, and the lack of robust evidence of the effectiveness of particular programs.

In the three years since 2001, the number of domestic students enrolled in initial teacher education has increased by approximately 11 per cent. Anecdotally, academics report higher work loads and a decline in the numbers of staff employed in universities to support these students. In addition, there is some evidence that ‘transition shock’ limits the capacity of new graduates to implement the approaches they have learned in teacher education (Corcoran, 1981; Dann et al., 1978; Khamis, 2000). Some studies also indicate that, confronted by the realities of classroom management and student diversity, the school context and the level of practical support available from colleagues make more difference to the quality of teaching in the first two years than the characteristics of pre-service teacher education programs (Brouwer & Korthagen, 2005). In addition, the capacity to demonstrate the impact of changes to course content, quality of school experience, or any of the other improvements suggested by the many inquiries into teacher education, is limited by the culture of innovation within teacher education in Australia and internationally.

Whereas there is a high level of innovation, the evidence base for the effectiveness of these innovations is not strong. There are few large-scale empirical studies linking teacher education program characteristics with the subsequent literacy success of children (Wilson, Floden & Ferrini-Mundy, 2001). The work of Hoffman et al. (2003) is one clear exception, demonstrating that some programs do have lasting and statistically significant
effects on student learning outcomes in reading. This important study contrasts with the broader literature which is dominated by small-scale case studies based on individual programs and initiatives (Louden et al., 2005b).

Although the Committee has concluded that there are significant opportunities for improvement of teacher education, the Committee is concerned that an evidence-based approach be adopted when implementing the recommendations. Increasing the time on reading instruction, improving the content of teacher preparation courses and school practice arrangements, together with improvements in new graduates’ personal literacy, should be examined to secure a firm evidence base in teacher education.

**Recommendation 11**
The Committee recommends that the key objective of primary teacher education courses be to prepare student teachers to teach reading, and that the content of coursework in primary literacy education focus on contemporary understandings of:

- evidence-based findings and an integrated approach to the teaching of reading, including instruction on how to teach phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary knowledge and text comprehension;
- child and adolescent development; and
- inclusive approaches to literacy teaching.

**Recommendation 12**
The Committee recommends that literacy teaching within subject areas be included in the coursework of secondary teachers so that they are well prepared to continue the literacy development of their students throughout secondary schooling in all areas of the curriculum.

---

36 For example, see the offerings and recommendations provided by: Cochran-Smith & Zeichner (2005); Darling-Hammond & Bransford (2005); and in NSW Legislative Council (2005).
The preparation of teachers

Recommendation 13
The Committee recommends that significant national 'lighthouse' projects in teacher preparation and education be established to link theory and practice that effectively prepare pre-service teachers to teach literacy, and especially reading, to diverse groups of children.

Recommendation 14
The Committee recommends that the conditions for teacher registration of graduates from all primary and secondary teacher education programs include a demonstrated command of personal literacy skills necessary for effective teaching, and a demonstrated ability to teach literacy within the framework of their employment/teaching program.
7. Quality teaching and ongoing professional learning

The importance of quality teaching

Despite the focus on the relative effectiveness of instructional strategies in the present report, it is important to stress that teaching practices and instructional strategies per se are not independent of the teachers who deliver them to children, whether or not those children experience learning difficulties and behaviour problems. Effective schooling for all children is crucially dependent on the provision of quality teaching by competent teachers, especially in reading instruction. They must be supported by capacity-building to maintain high teaching standards via strategic professional learning at all levels of schooling (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005; Hattie, 2003, 2005; Kennedy, 2001; OECD, 2001, 2005b; Rowe, 2003b, 2004b,c,d). The summary of findings from evidence-based research for the effects of quality teaching on student outcomes provided by Linda Darling-Hammond at Stanford University (US) are pertinent and require emphasis:

The effect of poor quality teaching on student outcomes is debilitating and cumulative. … The effects of quality teaching on educational outcomes are greater than those that arise from children’s backgrounds. … A reliance on curriculum standards and state-wide assessment strategies without paying due attention to teacher quality appears to be insufficient to gain the improvements in student outcomes sought. …

\[37\] It should be noted that teaching quality and teacher professional development constitute major foci of the 2000 US No Child Left Behind (NCLB) policy (for specific details, see: Center on Education Policy, 2003; LaTrice-Hill, 2002; US Department of Education, 2002). The importance of these elements have been particularly evident in findings from a longitudinal evaluation of the Restart Initiative in Victorian government secondary schools undertaken and reported by Rowe and Meiers (2005). Reading pre-assessment was used to identify Restart students, who were the lowest achieving group, and a ‘control’ group, whose performance was slightly higher than the identified Restart group. Key findings from the evaluation of the Initiative from 2002 to 2004 indicate that significant and sustained gains in reading achievement progress were achieved by students taught by Restart teachers, many of whom had been trained in strategic reading instruction techniques, and supported by professional development in explicit reading instruction strategies provided by Dr John Munro – a reading research specialist at the University of Melbourne.
The quality of teacher education and teaching appear to be more strongly related to student achievement than class sizes, overall spending levels or teacher salaries (Darling-Hammond, 2000, p. 3).

Professor John Hattie from the University of Auckland (New Zealand) has provided compelling evidence for the importance of quality teaching via a meta-analytic analysis of the relevant evidence-based research, drawn from an extensive synthesis of over half a million studies (Hattie et al., 1995). In drawing from this research, Hattie (2003, pp. 2-3) asserts:

When I review the initiatives of the previous Ministries of Education up to a couple of years ago, and when I review the policies in so many New Zealand schools, I note that the focus of discussions are more about the influences of the home, and the structures of schools. We have poured more money into school buildings, school structures, we hear so much about reduced class sizes and new examinations and curricula, we ask parents to help manage schools and thus ignore their major responsibility to help co-educate, and we highlight student problems as if students are the problem whereas it is the role of schools to reduce these problems. Interventions at the structural, home, policy, or school level is like searching for your wallet which you lost in the bushes, under the lamppost because that is where there is light. The answer lies elsewhere – it lies in the person who gently closes the classroom door and performs the teaching act – the person who puts into place the end effects of so many policies, who interprets these policies, and who is alone with students during their 15,000 hours of schooling.

I therefore suggest that we should focus on the greatest source of variance that can make the difference – the teacher. We need to ensure that this greatest influence is optimised to have powerful and sensationally positive effects on the learner. Teachers can and usually do have positive effects, but they must have exceptional effects. We need to direct attention at higher quality teaching, and higher expectations that students can meet appropriate challenges – and these occur once the classroom door is closed and not by reorganising which or how many students are behind those doors, by promoting different topics for these teachers to teach, or by bringing in more sticks to ensure they are following policy.

The fundamental distinction between structure and function in school education is relevant here. A key function of schools is the provision of quality teaching and learning experiences that meet the developmental and psychosocial needs of children, and is dependent on funding and organisational structures that support this function. However, there is a typical proclivity on the part of teachers and educational admini-
strators to stress structure (e.g., single-sex schooling, class size, etc.) and pedagogical strategies at the expense of function (quality teaching and learning). Unfortunately, such emphases indicate a pervasive ignorance about what really matters in school education (i.e., quality teaching and learning), and the location of major sources of variation in children’s educational outcomes (i.e., the classroom). Schools and their structural arrangements are only as effective as those responsible for making them work (school leaders and teachers) – in cooperation with those for whom they are charged and obligated to provide a professional service (children and parents).

There continues to be several barriers to reform that: (1) perpetrate prevailing myths of school effectiveness (or ineffectiveness), and (2) generate misinformed and/or misdirected rationalisations of children’s differential experiences and outcomes of schooling. Perhaps the most pervasive of these is the widespread tendency to place undue credence on various outmoded forms of biological and social determinism which assume that individual children – whether they be boys or girls – do poorly or well at school because of developmental differences, or come from ‘disadvantaged’ or ‘advantaged’ backgrounds. In this context, Edmonds (1978, p. 33) long ago made the following insightful comment:

The belief that family background is the chief cause of the quality of student performance … has the effect of absolving educators of their professional responsibility to be instructionally effective.

The widespread acceptance of these beliefs and their expectations at the teacher, school and system levels have little justification in the light of findings from emerging evidence-based research. These findings provide strong support for the proposition that it is the identity of the class/teacher groups to which children are assigned that

---

38 For almost 70 years, the contentious issues surrounding the link between class size and students’ educational outcomes have been hotly debated and extensively researched – particularly in the US and Britain. Reviews of this research, including rigorous meta-analytic syntheses, consistently indicate negligible improvements to student achievement outcomes, even when class sizes of 30 students are reduced to 15. The weight of evidence suggests that reductions in class size do not yield improvements to student learning independent of changes to teachers’ classroom teaching practices, nor to students’ behaviors in the class-room (e.g., Rowe, 2004b,c). That is, the personal and professional characteristics of the teacher appear to be key factors associated with notable gains in students’ learning outcomes. Slavin (1990) argues that reducing class sizes is a low-yield and expensive policy option. Rather, he suggests that providing additional teachers for one-to-one tutoring in the early years of schooling yields far greater improvements in student achievement and is more cost effective. For relevant reviews of ‘class size’ issues and research, see: Blatchford and Mortimore (1994); Glass (1992); Glass and Smith (1979); Glass et al. (1982); Goldstein and Blatchford (1997); Harder (1990); Hattie (1987, 1992); Hill and Holmes-Smith (1997); Prais (1996); Robinson (1990); Slavin (1989, 1990).
Quality teaching and ongoing professional learning

is a key determinant of their perceptions and experiences of schooling. These also determine their progress in literacy and attentive-inattentive behaviours in the classroom. For example, Professor David Monk cites a number of studies in support of the observation that:

One of the recurring and most compelling findings within the corpus of production function research is the demonstration that how much a student learns depends on the identity of the classroom to which that student is assigned (Monk, 1992, p. 320).

Similarly, based on multilevel analyses of children’s results on the Year 10 General Certificate of School Education and final year A-levels assessments in the UK, Tymms (1993, pp. 292-293) commented:

In every case (subjects) more variance was accounted for by the departmental level (than between schools), and the proportion of variance accounted for at the class level was more than for the departmental level. A general principle emerges from data such as these and that is that the smaller the unit of analysis and the closer one gets to the pupil’s experience of education, the greater the proportion of variance explicable by that unit. In accountability terms the models indicate that teachers have the greatest influence.

More recently, and consistent with the longitudinal research findings reported by Hill and Rowe (1996, 1998) and by Rowe and Hill (1998), Cuttance (1998, pp. 1158-1159) concluded:

Recent research on the impact of schools on student learning leads to the conclusion that 8-15% of the variation in student learning outcomes lies between schools with a further amount of up to 55% of the variation in individual learning outcomes between classrooms within schools. In total, approximately 60% of the variation in the performance of students lies either between schools or between classrooms, with the remaining 40% being due to either variation associated with students themselves or to random influences.

Likewise, from the related British research, Muijs and Reynolds (2001, p. vii) report:

All the evidence that has been generated in the school effectiveness research community shows that classrooms are far more important than schools in determining how children perform at school.

In sum, teachers can and do make a difference – regardless of children’s social backgrounds and intake characteristics, and whether or not they have learning difficulties (Cuttance, 2001). As Slavin and colleagues’ evaluations of the ‘Success for All’ program among low socio-economic schools in Baltimore and Philadelphia have shown, children who, regardless of their gender, socio-economic or ethnic backgrounds (including
‘compositional effects’) are taught by well-trained, strategically focused, energetic and enthusiastic teachers, are fortunate indeed (Slavin, 1996, 2005; Slavin et al., 1994, 1997). The empirical evidence indicates that the proportion of variation in children’s achievement progress due to differences in student background (~9-15%) is considerably less important than variation associated with class/teacher membership (~30-55%). Rather, the key message to be gained from educational effectiveness research is that quality teachers and their professional learning do make a difference in the classroom. It is not so much what students bring with them that really matters, but what they experience on a day-to-day basis in interaction with teachers and other students in classrooms that does.

**Ongoing professional learning**

Professional learning is vital to building capacity in literacy teaching. It begins during pre-service teacher education and continues throughout teachers’ careers.

Quality teaching depends upon a thorough knowledge of content and of how students learn that content. It also requires knowledge about how to teach the content. In the case of the teaching of reading, quality teaching depends upon knowledge of how students learn to read, knowledge of how to assess reading ability and growth, as well as knowledge of how to use assessment information to apply appropriate strategies from a range of evidence-based effective practices for teaching students to read. It also involves knowing students from observation and monitoring and understanding their diverse backgrounds and learning needs. It is also important that teachers have access to the findings of rigorous research evidence about what is essential in initial reading instruction.

Research findings indicate that professional learning that is focused on subject matter and how students learn that subject matter improves learning. Findings of research also indicate that it is important that professional learning occurs within a context linked to curriculum materials and assessments.40

Ongoing professional learning is, therefore, essential for teachers to teach reading. Opportunities for professional learning can take many forms, including quality induction programs, teachers’ shared and collaborative learning in school, work in professional learning teams, mentoring and professional learning for principals and school literacy leaders. The following three recommendations highlight the importance the Committee placed on professional learning.

39 See: Cuttance (1998); Darling-Hammond and Bransford (2005); Hattie (2003, 2005); Hill and Rowe (1996, 1998); Louden et al. (2005b); Rowe (2004b,c,d); Rowe and Hill (1998).

40 See: Rowe, Pollard and Rowe (2005); Thompson (2003).
Recommendation 15
The Committee recommends that schools and employing authorities, working with appropriate professional organisations and higher education institutions, provide all teachers with appropriate induction and mentoring throughout their careers, and with ongoing opportunities for evidence-based professional learning about effective literacy teaching.

Recommendation 16
The Committee recommends that a national program of literacy action be established to:

- design a series of evidence-based teacher professional learning programs focused on effective classroom teaching, and later interventions for those children experiencing reading difficulties;
- produce a series of evidence-based guides for effective teaching practice, the first of which should be on reading;
- evaluate the effectiveness of approaches to early literacy teaching (especially for early reading) and professional learning programs for practising teachers;
- investigate ways of integrating the literacies of information and communication technologies with traditional literacies in the classroom;
- establish networks of literacy/reading specialist practitioners to facilitate the application of research to practice; and
- promote research into the most effective teaching practices to be used when preparing pre-service teachers to teach reading.

Given that significant funding is provided by the Australian Government and State and Territory governments to support the ongoing professional learning of teachers, the Committee concluded that there was a need to better coordinate funding and effort in this area.
Recommendation 17
The Committee recommends that Australian and State and Territory governments’ approaches to literacy improvement be aligned to achieve improved outcomes for all Australian children.

Recommendation 18
The Committee recommends that the Australian Government, together with State and Territory government and non-government education authorities, jointly support the proposed national program for literacy action.
8. Looking forward

An important conclusion arising from the present Inquiry is that curriculum policies and teaching practices based on beliefs about what may and should work can no longer be justified. To meet the literacy learning needs of children in Australian schools, it is vital that such policies and practices be grounded firmly in findings from evidence-based research as to what does work. This is essential information for the specification of: professional teaching standards, initial teacher education, accreditation, professional teaching practice, and ongoing teacher professional learning. Nowhere is such information more important than the teaching of reading, by ensuring that teachers are well equipped with evidence-based teaching practices that are demonstrably effective in meeting the learning needs of children – especially for those children who experience reading difficulties.

Such outcomes, however, call for major reform requiring an investment in providing teachers with the practices that have been demonstrated to be effective. These can then be used to change the ways in which teachers teach and children learn. Too many educational reforms stop short of changing what happens in the classroom, and thus fail to deliver improved teaching and learning outcomes for teachers and children. Rather, real reform directed at improving outcomes for each child calls for substantial change in the nature of teaching and learning provided. Unless there is total commitment to effective ways of working by teachers, led by principals and accomplished teachers, and supported by education authorities, reform efforts soon falter.

The fact that teaching quality has strong positive effects on children’s experiences of schooling, including their attitudes, behaviours and achievements, is of vital importance. At the very basis of the notion of educational effectiveness is what children themselves nominate as key characteristics of ‘effective teachers’, and are particularly worthy of note. For example, evidence cited in the NSW Report of the Review of Teacher Education (Ramsey, 2000, p. 12) indicates that children want their teachers to:

- know and understand their subject(s);
- treat each student as an individual;
- make learning the core of what happens in the classroom; and
- manage distractions that disrupt and prevent learning.
Similarly, from the work of Rowe and Rowe (2002), Slade (2002),41 Slade and Trent (2000), children consistently report that ‘good’ teachers are those who:

- ‘care about me and encourage me’;
- ‘know what they are doing, are enthusiastic about what they teach, and want me to share in their enjoyment of learning’; and
- ‘are fair’ [this is a particularly salient issue for boys at any school-age level in consequence of what is demonstrably shown to be a highly developed sense of ‘injustice’].

While it is not feasible to legislate such quality teaching into existence, the fact that teachers and teaching make a difference should provide impetus and encouragement to those concerned with the crucial issues of educational effectiveness, quality teaching and teaching standards, to at least invest in quality teacher recruitment, pre-service education and professional learning.

For the sake of Australia’s children and teachers, the consensus desire of the Committee for the National Inquiry into the Teaching of Literacy is that current emphases on the importance of teaching and teacher quality which continue to be granted strong support by the Australian Government, will be evident in the reality of major improvements to teacher professionalism and children’s learning, behaviour, health and wellbeing. Key to these outcomes, and especially for reading acquisition and development, is quality literacy teaching (see Hill & Crévol, 2003). But such reality will not be realised until teachers are at least in receipt of evidence-based pre-service education and in-service professional learning support that equips them with a repertoire of teaching skills that are effective in improving outcomes for all students. The level of this support must be commensurate with teachers’ essential status in terms of the invaluable contributions they make to the enrichment of children’s wellbeing and life chances, as well as to capacity-building for the nation’s social and economic future.

A crucial component of this repertoire is a deep understanding of what individual children bring to the classroom from their home backgrounds and community contexts. However, it is vital that teachers do not presume that such contexts pre-determine children’s learning progress, nor that any single teaching practice alone will improve outcomes for all children. Rather, teachers must seek to build motivation in children

---

41 From extensive interview data, Slade (2002, pp. 175-177) provides a list of 68 characteristics and practices of ‘good teachers’ reported by students. The chapter in which this list is provided (Chapter 10) is compelling reading.
by understanding and building on each child’s social, cultural and linguistic resources, and employ evidence-based teaching strategies that are effective (e.g., Rayner et al., 2002). This is important in planning and delivering personalised instruction for each child, and particularly for those ‘at risk’ (Comber et al., 2001; Gregory & Williams, 2000; Knapp et al., 1995; McNaughton, 1995, 2002; Moll, 1992).

Finally, to ensure that all children learn to read and write effectively will require effort and commitment from many stakeholders: education authorities, principals and their associations, teachers and their professional associations, the deans of education, health professionals, parents and parent organisations. Responsibility for achieving this ambitious goal at the highest levels has led to the Committee’s final recommendations.

**Recommendation 19**
The Committee recommends that the Australian Government Minister for Education, Science and Training raise these recommendations as issues for attention and action by MCEETYA, and other bodies, agencies and authorities, that will have responsibility to take account of, and implement the recommendations.

**Recommendation 20**
The Committee recommends that progress in implementing these recommendations, and on the state of literacy in Australia, be reviewed and reported every two years.
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Appendix 1

Glossary of terms

Longstanding disagreements among educators about ‘best’ approaches to literacy instruction, and to the teaching of reading in particular, have resulted in ideological commitments by their respective adherents to particular approaches. In addition to philosophical differences, each group of adherents have developed proprietorial terminology that has generated considerable confusion, even among their proponents and purveyors. Drawn mostly from Center (2005), Ehri et al. (2001) and Westwood (2004), the following Glossary of Terms related to reading and reading instruction is provided for clarification and to minimise confusion.

**Auditory discrimination** is the ability to hear similarities and differences in spoken words and phonemes; for example, do *Pam* and *Sam* sound the same? (Center, 2005, p. 266).

**Auditory processing** is the ability to hold, sequence and process accurately what is heard. This ability is typically indicated by the number of ‘pieces’ of information that are recalled accurately (*digit span*) and the length and complexity of a sentence (*sentence length*). See: Rowe, Pollard and Rowe (2005).

**Coda/peak**: A monosyllabic word such as ‘cat’ can be divided into its onset /c/ and its rime /at/. A rime (see below) must contain a peak or vowel nucleus, in this case /a/ and its rime /at/, and may also contain a consonantal coda, in this case /t/. In a word like ‘free’, the rime has an obligatory peak /e/, but no coda (Center, 2005, p. 266).

**Constructivism** is a theory of learning that builds on the work of Piaget, Bruner and Vygotsky, which views students as inherently active, self-regulating learners who construct knowledge cooperatively with other learners in developmentally appropriate ways (Cambourne, 2002; Daniels, 2001). The constructivist viewpoint on human learning suggests that true understanding cannot be directly passed from one individual to another, but rather has to be socially constructed anew by each learner as a consequence of experience and reflection, as well as inter-personal collaborative effort among learners. Adoption of a constructivist approach in the classroom involves a shift from predominantly teacher-directed methods to student-centred, active *discovery learning* and *immersion* approaches via cooperative group work, discussion focused on investigations.
and problem solving (Cambourne, 1988; Selley, 1999). In brief, constructivism emphasises the social nature of the learning process, the role of language in learning and concept formation, and the pedagogical strategy of ‘scaffolding’ (see below). Its tenets have given rise to what is known and practiced as whole-language approaches to literacy instruction and to the teaching of reading in particular (see below).

**Corrective reading** is a direct instruction approach to the teaching of reading with individuals or small groups – characterised by explicit performance expectations, systematic prompting, structured practice, monitoring of achievement, reinforcement and corrective feedback. A widely used corrective reading program is *Reading Mastery* for students in Grades K to 6. This program uses an explicit phonics approach and emphasises students’ ability to apply thinking skills in order to comprehend what they read.

**Direct instruction** (sometimes reffered to as *explicit instruction*) ‘… is a systematic method for presenting material in small steps, pausing to check for student understanding, and eliciting active and successful participation from all students’ (Rosenshine, 1986, p. 60). Grounded in behaviourist theory, this mode of instruction places emphasis on the learning environment and gives little attention to the ‘causes’ of learning difficulties or the student’s underlying abilities (Casey, 1994; Engelmann, 1999; Kameenui *et al*., 1997). Thus, direct instruction programs are designed according to ‘what’ and ‘how’, not ‘who’ is to be taught. Individual differences among students are allowed for through different entry points, reinforcement, practice, and correction strategies (see: Farkota, 2003a,b; Hempenstall, 1996, 1997).

An **Effect size** is calculated as the difference in performance between the average scores of a group in a trial or experimental condition and those in a comparison condition, divided by the standard deviation of the comparison group (or more typically, divided by the pooled standard deviation of both groups). An effect size of ≤ 0.2 is regarded as ‘weak’; 0.5 is considered as ‘moderate’; and 0.8 or larger as ‘strong’.

**Evidence-based research** involves the application of rigorous, objective methods to obtain valid answers to clearly specified research questions. It includes research that: (1) employs systematic, empirical methods that draw on observation and/or experiment designed to minimise threats to validity; (2) relies on sound measurement; (3) involves rigorous data analyses and statistical modelling of data that are commensurate with the stated research questions; and (4) is subject to expert scientific review.

**Fluency** in reading is the ability to read text quickly and accurately.
**Graphemes** are units of written language that represent phonemes in the spelling of words; for example, the written word ‘no’ has two graphemes /n/ and /o/, and the written word ‘yes’ has three graphemes /y/, /e/ and /s/ (Center, 2005, p. 266).

**Guided reading** typically involves teacher-facilitated reading of instruction level texts by students in a small-group context.

**Learning difficulties** are multi-faceted and multi-dimensional. For the purpose of this report, students with learning difficulties are defined as those who experience significant difficulties in acquiring literacy (and numeracy) skills, but excludes students who have an intellectual, physical or sensory impairment, or whose learning difficulty is due to social, cultural or environmental factors. This group of students includes (but is not limited to) those with learning disabilities, dyslexia, Attention Deficit Disorder and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, and language and communication difficulties. Typically, these students have memory and organisation problems and do not make satisfactory progress with the regular classroom curriculum (Hay, Elias & Booker, 2005). However, contributing factors include: socio-economic and socio-cultural impoverishment, indigenous status, as well as inadequate and/or inappropriate teaching and learning provision.

**Literacy** is the ability to read, write and use written language appropriately in a range of contexts, for different purposes, and to communicate with a variety of audiences. ‘Reading and writing, when integrated with speaking, listening, viewing and critical thinking, constitute valued aspects of literacy in modern life’ (DEETYA, 1998, p. 7). In the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), *reading literacy* is defined as the ability to understand, use and reflect on written texts in order to achieve one’s goals, to develop one’s knowledge and potential, and to participate effectively in society (Lokan, Greenwood & Cresswell, 2001).

**Meta-analysis** is a statistical method used for summarising findings from many studies that have investigated a similar problem. It provides a numerical way of assessing and comparing the magnitudes of ‘average’ results – typically expressed as *effect sizes* (see above).

**Morphemes** are the smallest meaning units into which words can be divided; e.g., ‘dog’. Note that the word ‘dogs’ has two morphemes – ‘dog’ and ‘s’ – representing the plural form (Center, 2005, p. 267).
Multiliteracies is a term that reflects the growing significance of cultural and linguistic diversity, marked by accent, national origin, sub-cultural style, professional and technical contexts. Encompassed in the concept of multiliteracies is the influence of contemporary communications technologies. Meaning is made in ways that are increasingly multimodal - in which written-linguistic modes of meaning are part and parcel of visual, audio, and spatial patterns of meaning (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000). The essential skills of the multiliterate individual are: locating, comprehending, using, creating and critiquing texts within personal, social, educational, historical, cultural and workplace contexts (Zammit & Downes, 2002, pp. 24-25).

Orthographic knowledge is knowing how a word looks in print (Center, 2005, p. 267).

Orthography is the written system of a language (Center, p. 267).

Phonemes are the smallest units in spoken language that change the meaning of words; e.g. /b/ and /h/ in ‘bat’ and ‘hat’. Phonemes represent distinct sounds in words; e.g. the spoken word ‘go’ has two phonemes g/o, and the spoken word ‘check’ has three phonemes ch/e/ck (Center, p. 267).

Phonemic awareness is the ability to deal explicitly with the smallest unit in the spoken word, i.e., the phoneme; for example, the ability to subdivide the word ‘hat’ into its three phonemes /h/ /a/ /t/ (Center, 2005, p. 267).

Phonemic awareness instruction involves teaching children to focus on and manipulate phonemes in spoken words; e.g., blending sounds to form words (/h/-/o/-/t/ = ‘hot’), or segmenting words into phonemes (‘hot’ = /h/-/o/-/t/).

Phonetics is the study of the speech sounds that occur in spoken languages, including the way such sounds are articulated; e.g. the first sound in ‘pie’ is bilabial – it is made with both lips. Phonetic strategies are used to assist persons experiencing difficulties with speech articulation, including those studying foreign languages (Center, 2005, p. 267).

Phonics is the explicit teaching of reading and spelling via letter-sound correspondences involving decoding and phoneme/grapheme translations (see: Center, 2005, p. 267; Ehri et al., 2001).
Phonics instruction is different from instruction in phonemic awareness to the extent of providing explicit instruction and practice with reading words in and out of text. Several approaches have been used to teach phonics systematically, including: synthetic phonics, analytic phonics, embedded phonics, analogy phonics, onset-rime phonics, and phonics through spelling. Key features of these approaches are summarised below, drawn from Ehri et al. (2001):

**Analytic phonics** uses a whole-to-part approach that avoids having children pronounce sounds in isolation to recognise words. Rather, children are taught to analyse letter-sound relations once the word is identified. For example, a teacher might write the letter ‘p’ followed by several words: *put, pig, pet, play*. The teacher would help students to read the words by noting that each word begins with the same sound that is associated with ‘p’.

**Synthetic phonics** programs use a part-to-whole approach that teaches children to convert graphemes into phonemes (e.g., to pronounce each letter in ‘stop’, /s/-/t/-/o/-/p/) and then blend the phonemes into a recognisable word.

**Embedded phonics** and **onset-rime phonics** approaches teach children to use letter-sound relationships with context clues to identify and spell unfamiliar words encountered in text.

**Analogy phonics** teaches children to use parts of written words they already know to identify new words. For example, children are taught a set of key words that are posted on the classroom wall (e.g., *tent, make, pig*) and are then taught to use these words to decode unfamiliar words by segmenting the shared rime and blending it with a new onset (e.g., *rent, bake, jig*).

**Phonics through spelling** programs teach children to segment and write the phonemes in words.

Some phonics programs are hybrids that include components of two or more of these approaches, and may differ in important ways (Ehri et al., 2001). Two of these ways include: (a) the extent to which the teaching approach involves direct instruction in which the teacher takes an active role in eliciting student responses, or a ‘constructivist’, problem-solving approach is used; and (b) how interesting the explicit instructional activities are for teachers and students.
Phonological knowledge entails knowing the sound structure of speech rather than its meaning; i.e., recognising that ‘cat’ and ‘hat’ rhyme.

Phonology is the study of the unconscious rules governing speech-sound production; e.g., children unconsciously learn the rules of admissible consonants and vowels when uttering words (e.g., cat compared with cta); see Center (2005, p. 267).

Reading involves two basic processes: one is learning how to decipher print and the other is understanding what the print means (Center, 2005, p. 7). Clay (1991) defines reading as a ‘message-getting, problem-solving activity which increases in power and flexibility the more it is practised’ (p. 6); and ‘a process by which children can, on the run, extract a sequence of cues from printed texts and relate these, one to the other, so that they understand the message of the text’ (p. 22) – the instructional purpose of which is that children are able to read and understand continuous text with ease (see also: Clay, 1993b). Coltheart (2005a) asserts that the basic building blocks of reading are a set of integrated cognitive sub-skills that include: letter symbol recognition, letter-sound rules, whole word recognition, and ability to access meaning from the written word. In the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), the concept of reading literacy involves ‘… understanding, using and reflecting on written information in a range of situations’ (Thomson, Cresswell & De Bortoli, 2004, p. 92). The following offering from Anderson et al. (1985, p. 7) is helpful:

Reading can be compared to the performance of a symphony orchestra. This analogy illustrates three points. First, like the performance of a symphony, reading is a holistic act. In other words, while reading can be analysed into sub skills such as discriminating letters and identifying words, performing the sub skills one at a time does not constitute reading. Reading can be said to take place only when the parts are put together in a smooth, integrated performance. Second, success in reading comes from practice over long periods of time, like skill in playing musical instruments. Indeed, it is a lifelong endeavour. Third, as with a musical score, there may be more than one interpretation of a text. The interpretation depends on the background of the reader, the purpose for reading, and the context in which reading occurs.

Rime in a one-syllable word is the part that includes the vowel and any following consonants; for example, the rime in ‘hat’, ‘mat’ and ‘cat’ is ‘at’ (Center, 2005, p. 267).
Scaffolding refers to the variety of ways in which teachers and others help to support learners to move beyond their current levels of understanding by providing cues, suggestions or direct guidance at appropriate moments in their investigative activities. These ‘… social acts of assistance are gradually internalised by the child to become the basis of self-regulated thinking and learning’ (Kershner, 2000, p. 292).

Shared reading involves teacher-directed text that is read to promote children’s listening comprehension, generally above children’s independent reading levels.

Strategy instruction assumes an active reader (mostly for students beyond the early years of schooling) who constructs meaning through the interrogation of existing and new knowledge, and the flexible use of cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies to foster, monitor, regulate and master comprehension (Dole et al., 1991, 1996). In contrast to direct instruction, which focuses primarily upon the acquisition of foundational skills (a ‘bottom-up’ approach), strategy instruction aims to develop students’ higher-order cognitive abilities (a ‘top-down’ approach).

A Syllable is a word or part of a word pronounced with a single, uninterrupted sounding of the voice; e.g. the word ‘cat’ has one syllable, whereas the word ‘bobcat’ has two syllables.

Whole-language, as a movement, has at its core that learning is ‘holistic’. That is, a whole-language approach views listening, speaking, reading and writing as integrated, not separate entities. It is meaning-centred and recognises that students learn the subsystems of language as they engage in it. This means that the teaching of the components of language (the phoneme/grapheme relationship, the grammar, the spelling patterns, punctuation, specific genres) is taught in meaningful contexts. Within such contexts, these components can be withdrawn and taught systematically and explicitly. Such learning is systematic, explicit, mindful and contextualised so learners integrate their new learning with what they already know. Whole-language also operates at a metacognitive and metalinguistics level so that children learn a language to talk about learning and language.42

Whole-word approaches to the teaching of reading (also known as ‘look-say’ methods) make no attempt to encourage children to analyse words into letter-sound relationships until a corpus of ‘sight words’ has been learnt.

42 Description provided by Dr Jan Turbill.
Appendix 2

A study of the teaching of reading in primary teacher education courses

1. Introduction

The Inquiry was asked to examine the way reading is taught and assessed in classrooms as well as the adequacy of teacher education courses in preparing teachers for reading instruction. With regard to the latter, the second objective asked the Inquiry to:

   Identify the extent to which prospective teachers are provided with reading teaching approaches and skills that are effective in the classroom, and have the opportunities to develop and practice the skills required to implement effective classroom reading programs. Training in both phonics and whole language approaches to reading will be examined.

The present study was initiated by the Inquiry to provide it with up-to-date sector-wide information on the preparation of student teachers to teach reading in Australian schools. The following section describes the design of the study, and Sections 3 and 4 present the results of the questionnaire and the focus group sessions, respectively. Concluding remarks are made in the last section. References appear in the References section of this report.

2. Study design

Many models for teacher education programs are currently being used by Australian teacher education institutions, including four-year bachelor degrees, double degrees, and graduate programs of one or two years. This study has focused on one of these models: four-year bachelor degree courses that prepare student teachers to teach students in primary schools and, in particular, in the early years of primary school. This choice was made because of the significance of the four-year qualification as a source of primary school teachers and because it was likely that such courses would devote more time than the other models to the preparation of student teachers to teach reading.
The deans of education from teacher education institutions were each invited to nominate a bachelor of education course offered by their institution that fitted the above description. The deans were also asked to nominate a member of their staff with responsibility for teaching and planning the compulsory literacy subjects/units in the nominated course. These course experts were asked to complete a questionnaire about the nominated course and to attend a focus group session. All 34 institutions assisted the Inquiry by nominating suitable courses and course experts. Institutions and course experts participated in the study on the basis that the individual institutions and individual course experts would not be identified by name in this report.

The central focus of the study, reflected both in the survey questions and the focus group discussions, was on the preparation of student teachers to teach children to read. This focus was dictated by the need to provide information that was relevant to the Inquiry’s second objective (set out in full in Section 1). This recognises that learning to read lays the necessary foundation on which students can develop the wider and deeper literacy skills that they will need to access the curriculum as they progress through their schooling.

The questionnaire invited comment from respondents and some took up this opportunity. One respondent noted that the questionnaire was an artificial constraint which isolated reading from other aspects of receptive and productive literacy. Along similar lines, another respondent, noting that the specific teaching of reading is appropriate, indicated that the questionnaire asked respondents to look at reading in isolation and, in doing so, it overlooked the connections between reading and social engagement. It was this respondent’s view that the questionnaire did not allow respondents to express the richness of the teaching in their respective institutions. A third respondent commented that more attention could have been given to reading of visual and multi-modal texts, pointing out that the questionnaire did not ask about the reading of non-print (visual, digital, and other) texts.

The information gained from the survey questionnaire and follow-up focus group sessions provides a snapshot of a changing landscape. Many institutions reported that the nominated courses had not been running for four years, were about to be replaced, or were currently under review. Several focus group participants talked of a shift in student numbers from four-year bachelor courses to one and two-year postgraduate courses, and one indicated that her institution was going to cease offering the four-year course and expand its postgraduate offering. This was attributed to difficulties in funding the four-year degree.
The survey

The questionnaire was developed by the Committee and was trialled by a small number of teacher educators who had extensive experience in preparing student teachers to teach reading, and literacy more generally. All 34 institutions returned questionnaires, although in a small number of cases, not all questions were answered. The deans of education in 22 institutions signed the questionnaire form.

The questionnaire was organised under the following headings:

- Section A: About the nominated teacher education course;
- Section B: Compulsory subjects/units in literacy;
- Section C: Elective subjects/units in literacy;
- Section D: Course content;
- Section E: Teaching practice in schools in the nominated course;
- Section F: Partnerships; and
- Section G: Further comments.

In Section A, respondents were asked to provide an overview of the nominated course: the total number of credit points that students need to gain in order to graduate and the number of compulsory and elective subjects/units. They were also asked about the credit points assigned to the compulsory subjects/units (in total) and to the elective subjects/units (in total).

Respondents were asked to indicate the number of students currently undertaking the course. Usable data on numbers was not obtained, however, largely because responses included both number of students and equivalent full time student units. Moreover, for those courses that had yet to run for a full four years, numbers reported related to one, two or three annual cohorts only. Nevertheless, the data suggest that there is considerable variation in the number of students enrolled in courses with large cohorts in some institutions.

In Sections B and C, respondents were asked about compulsory and elective subjects/units in which the teaching of reading is a component. Of particular interest was information on the credit points associated with each of these subjects/units and the proportion of each devoted to the teaching of reading. Respondents were also asked to indicate the year of the course in which these subjects/units would typically be undertaken.
Additional information was sought for elective subjects/units that had a reading component. Respondents were asked to estimate the extent to which each elective enhanced teacher education students’ preparedness to teach reading (substantially, considerably, not much, or not at all) and to estimate the share of students who would typically undertake each subject/unit.

Section D was about course content. The questionnaire provided a list of skills and capabilities that it was thought student teachers need to develop in order to become effective teachers of reading. This list was compiled with the assistance of the Committee of Inquiry and experienced teacher educators. Respondents were asked to indicate which compulsory and elective subjects/units included each item on the list. Respondents were also invited to add items if they thought that the list was incomplete.

Section E focused on the practical experience in schools that student teachers gain as part of the nominated course. Most questions in this section were about the practical experience in general and the extent to which it linked theory and practice, but several questionnaire items asked specifically about practical experience in the teaching of reading.

Section F sought information about links between the teacher educational institutions and other relevant organisations such as schools, education authorities, and other professionals such as speech pathologists and psychologists.

Section G invited respondents to make additional comments.

**The focus groups**

The course experts who completed the survey were also invited to attend focus group meetings and all but two (out of 34) institutions were able to send representatives. Focus group meetings were held in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth in late August 2005.

The focus group sessions gave participants an opportunity to expand on the responses they had given to the questionnaire and to share their views on a range of other issues. These sessions provided valuable additional information that complements
the survey data. The discussion centred on the ways in which the nominated courses prepared beginning teachers to teach literacy, and reading in particular. Participants also provided copies of course outlines and reading lists. The outcomes of the focus group sessions are reported in Section 4.

3. Survey results

The survey collected information from across the sector about four-year bachelor of education courses that prepared student teachers to teach in primary schools including the early years. The information relates mainly to the elective and compulsory subjects/units in which the teaching of reading is a component, and on the practical experience that student teachers gain during the course.

Compulsory subjects/units

For the nominated four-year bachelor of education courses, respondents were asked to list the compulsory subjects/units in which their students learned how to teach reading, and to indicate the number of credit points associated with each of these subjects/units. Institutions were also asked to indicate, for each of these compulsory subjects/units, the proportion of the subject/unit devoted to the teaching of reading.

This information allowed the estimation of the share of total credit points devoted to the teaching of reading (in compulsory subjects/units). This was seen as a measure of the priority institutions gave to preparing their students to teach reading among the other competing priorities in the teacher education curriculum.

As Figure 1 shows, this share varies considerably across the 34 teacher education institutions, from a low of less than two per cent to a high of over 14 per cent. All but three institutions devoted less than 10 per cent of total credit points to the teaching of reading, and half of all institutions devoted five per cent or less of total credit points to this activity.
Respondents were asked to provide the same information for elective subjects/units in which the teaching of reading is a component as they had for compulsory subjects/units. In addition, for each elective subject/unit, respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which the elective enhanced teacher education students’ preparedness to teach reading, and to estimate the proportion of students who enrolled in the subject/unit.

Responses indicated that a total of 29 (out of 34) institutions offered at least one elective subject/unit in which the teaching of reading is a component. Again there was considerable variation across institutions and subjects/units in the time allocated to reading in these elective subjects/units – from 10 per cent to 100 per cent.
A useful indicator of the value of these elective subjects/units is the extent to which they enhance teacher education students’ preparedness to teach reading. Only three respondents indicated that one of their elective units did not much enhance teacher education students’ preparedness to teach reading. All other respondents expressed the belief that their elective units either ‘substantially’ or ‘considerably’ enhanced teacher education students’ preparedness to teach reading.

In terms of popularity, respondents most frequently reported that these elective units attract up to a quarter of their students. A smaller number of respondents indicated that at their institutions, a higher proportion of students enrol in these subjects/units.

The survey indicates that elective subjects/units can enhance the ability of student teachers to teach reading, quite often substantially, and that these electives can be quite popular. The survey did not provide the data that would allow us to quantify the share of graduates who complete such electives. It seems safe to assume that some students graduate without completing an elective that has a reading component. A small number of institutions do not offer such electives, and it seems likely that not all of the graduates from the other institutions would complete such electives. This underlines the importance of the content of compulsory subjects/units. The following section examines this aspect in more detail.

**Subject/unit content**

The questionnaire provided a list of skills and capabilities that it was thought student teachers need to become effective teachers of reading. Respondents were asked to identify which of the skills and capabilities below are developed in compulsory and elective subjects/units.

- a. teach children how to read in the early primary years
- b. teach children how to read in the middle and upper primary years
- c. teach reading to a diverse range of students (*e.g. learners of English as a second language; Indigenous students; students with disabilities*)
- d. use strategies for modelled, guided, shared, and independent reading
- e. teach code-breaking strategies
- f. teach phonics
- g. teach strategies that develop phonemic awareness
h. make connections between learning to read and learning to write
i. teach spelling
j. teach comprehension strategies to children
k. teach children to analyse texts critically
l. develop students’ vocabulary
m. select texts to match students’ stage of reading development
n. identify students who are ‘at risk’ of experiencing difficulty in learning to read
o. use literacy intervention strategies for students experiencing difficulty in learning to read
p. assess and monitor students’ progress in reading
q. locate students on progress maps (e.g., the First Steps Reading Map of Development)
r. provide students with feedback on their reading progress
s. keep records of students reading aloud
t. use standardised assessments of reading achievement
u. interpret and use achievement data from state-wide assessments at Years 3, 5 and 7
v. use assessment information to identify students’ learning needs
w. use assessment information to plan teaching and learning activities that address students’ learning needs.

Respondents from 21 institutions indicated that their student teachers learn about all of the items on the list in compulsory subjects/units that they undertake.

The remaining 13 respondents indicated there were some items that were not included in the compulsory subjects/units at their institution. For each of these institutions the relevant items are listed in Table 1. Five of the 13 institutions included all items except one. The omitted item most frequently relates to the use of assessment, specifically ‘the use of standardised assessment of reading achievement’ and ‘the interpretations and use of data from state-wide assessments in Years 3, 5 and 7’. At the other end of the scale were five institutions (Institutions 8 to 13 in Table 1) that did not include three or more items.
Table 1: Skills and capabilities not included in compulsory subjects/units for the 13 institutions that did not include all of the listed skills and capabilities

| Institution 1 | q. locate students on progress maps (e.g. the First Steps Reading Map of Development) |
| Institution 2 | u. interpret and use achievement data from state-wide assessments at Years 3, 5 and 7 |
| Institution 3 | u. interpret and use achievement data from state-wide assessments at Years 3, 5 and 7 |
| Institution 4 | t. use standardised assessments of reading achievement |
| Institution 5 | t. use standardised assessments of reading achievement |
| Institution 6 | o. use literacy intervention strategies for students experiencing difficulty in learning to read |
| | u. interpret and use achievement data from state-wide assessments at Years 3, 5 and 7 |
| Institution 7 | c. teach reading to a diverse range of students |
| | u. interpret and use achievement data from state-wide assessments at Years 3, 5 and 7 |
| Institution 8 | c. teach reading to a diverse range of students |
| | k. teach children to analyse texts critically |
| | u. interpret and use achievement data from state-wide assessments at Years 3, 5 and 7 |
| Institution 9 | e. teach code-breaking strategies |
| | f. teach phonics |
| | i. teach spelling |
Table 1 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution 10</th>
<th>Institution 11</th>
<th>Institution 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o. use literacy intervention strategies for students experiencing difficulty in learning to read</td>
<td>s. keep records of students reading aloud</td>
<td>b. teach children how to read in the middle and upper primary years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t. use standardised assessments of reading achievement</td>
<td>t. use standardised assessments of reading achievement</td>
<td>j. teach comprehension strategies to children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u. interpret and use achievement data from state-wide assessments at Years 3, 5 and 7</td>
<td>u. interpret and use achievement data from state-wide assessments at Years 3, 5 and 7</td>
<td>k. teach children to analyse texts critically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l. develop students’ vocabulary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>v. use assessment information to identify students’ learning needs</td>
<td>q. locate students on progress maps (e.g. the First Steps Reading Map of Development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As previously noted, respondents were invited to add to the list of skills and capabilities (Table 1) if they thought that there were additional skills and capabilities student teachers would need to develop in order to become effective teachers of reading. The consolidated list from the five respondents who made additions is provided below:

- recognise the relationship between spoken language and literacy;
- develop their own (student teachers’) understanding of English grammar;
- use children’s literature to teach reading;
- design pre-reading, during-reading and after-reading activities for ESL students, to develop effective reading strategies;
- recognise potential language and cultural ‘barriers’ to reading in the books children may read/evaluate texts;
- teaching students to read and respond to children’s literature;
- teaching how English grammar works;
- linking home and community reading to school reading;
- working in professional learning teams to make reading instructional decisions;
- reading a variety of texts for different purposes;
- reading multimedia and digital texts;
- identifying multi-modal reading resources available to children at home;
- reading strategies for multimedia texts;
- code-breaking strategies for multimedia texts; and
- use multi-modal texts in the teaching of reading.

**Teaching practice in schools**

The questionnaire asked a series of questions about the operation of the teaching practicum and the extent to which student teachers are able to practise the skills they learned in the theoretical components of the course. For most questions in this part of the survey there were 33 usable responses from the 34 institutions that participated in the survey; the exceptions are noted in the text.

There is considerable variability across institutions regarding the number of days that students spend undertaking teaching practice in schools, ranging from a low of 50 days in one institution to a high of 160 days in two others, with an average of 101 days overall (Figure 2).
About one third of respondents (11 out of 30), believed that the students at their institution would benefit from more teaching practice in schools. These institutions, and the corresponding preferred number of days, are shown by the triangles in Figure 2. The number of preferred days ranged from 90 to 200, and averaged 121 days.

In annotations to the questionnaire, three respondents indicated that the preferred number of days depends on the quality of the in-school experience and one of these respondents indicated that the preferred number of days varies with student characteristics, depending on how capable students are and on their prior experience.

Typically, institutions (26 out of 34) reported that student teachers are assessed on their teaching practice in schools by both the host school and the teacher education faculty/school. Around one-quarter of respondents (8 out of 34), however, reported that the host school takes sole responsibility for this task. No institutions reported that the teacher education faculty is wholly responsible for assessing students on their teaching practice in schools. One respondent noted that the education faculty was only involved in borderline cases.
With regard to the organisation of practical experience within schools, 32 respondents indicated that students in their course spend a block or blocks of time in a school (Table 2). Practical experience by internship (21) or students spending one or more days each week in a school during a semester or term (20) were less prevalent.

**Table 2: How practical experience in schools is organised - the number of institutions using each approach**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students spend a block or blocks of time in a school</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The practicum is conducted as an internship</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students spend one or more days each week in a school during a semester or term</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In most cases respondents indicated that more than one type of the practical experiences listed was a requirement of their course: eight respondents indicated that students undertake all three types; 23 indicated that their students undertake two, and three indicated that their students undertake one type of practical experience.

Nine respondents indicated that their students undertake types of practical experience other than those listed in Table 2. These were mainly variants of dispersed single days, or dispersed single days plus block placements each year.

Respondents were also asked to indicate their level of agreement with a number of statements about the practicum component of the nominated course. A clear majority of respondents either ‘agreed’ or ‘strongly agreed’ with all of the listed statements (Table 3). The strongest level of agreement was recorded against the statements that ‘students receive adequate supervision by an experienced teacher during the practicum’ and ‘during the practicum students receive sufficient feedback from an experienced classroom teacher or teachers’. While small, the strongest level of disagreement was recorded by six respondents against the statement that ‘the faculty works closely with primary schools to ensure that the teaching practicum aligns with the theoretical orientation of the course’.

Two of the items related specifically to the teaching of reading and are therefore of special interest (see the last two rows of Table 3):
• ‘during the practicum students have opportunities to see expert teachers modelling effective teaching practice as they relate to teaching children to read’; and
• ‘students have sufficient opportunity to practise the teaching of reading during the nominated course’.

Most respondents (24 and 29 respectively) ‘strongly agreed’ or ‘agreed’ with these statements, leaving nine and four respectively that either disagreed or could not judge.

Table 3: Respondents views regarding the practicum of the nominated course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Not able to judge</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students receive adequate supervision by an experienced teacher during the practicum.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the practicum students receive sufficient feedback from an experienced classroom teacher or teachers.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the practicum students have sufficient time to monitor the progress of a specific group of students.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The faculty works closely with primary schools to ensure that the teaching practicum aligns with the theoretical orientation of the course.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What students learn in the practicum is linked to what is taught in the nominated course.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the practicum students have opportunities to see expert teachers modelling effective teaching practices as they relate to teaching children to read.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students have sufficient opportunity to practise the teaching of reading, during the nominated course.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Respondents were also asked to indicate other opportunities for student teachers, beyond the practicum in schools, to link theory and practice. A list of six types of activity was provided. The number of respondents who indicated that each of the activities was available to students, either as a part of their compulsory or elective studies or as an optional activity arranged by the faculty, is shown in Table 4. All institutions provided a response to this question.

With regard to compulsory subjects/units, Table 4 shows that most institutions provide their students with learning opportunities in micro-teaching, computer mediated rich tasks (such as analysis of video records of expert teachers’ classroom work), and the observation of demonstration lessons in schools. Fewer provide opportunities in teaching and learning clinics and non-school placements or offer the opportunity to coach school students in reading.

**Table 4: Opportunities beyond the practicum that student teachers have to link theory and practice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Compulsory subjects/units</th>
<th>Elective subjects/units</th>
<th>Optional activities available beyond the course, arranged by the school/faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro teaching (e.g., working with small groups of students, collecting video records of teaching, receiving peer or expert feedback on teaching and learning performance)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience in teaching and learning clinics (e.g., supervised assessment, intervention, feedback and writing up of clinical case studies of children with learning difficulties)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaching school students in reading (e.g., participation as a tutor in the Australian Government’s Tutorial Voucher Initiative)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic computer mediated rich tasks (e.g., analysis of digital video records of expert teachers’ classroom work)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation of demonstration lessons in schools (e.g., literacy blocks, guided reading)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-school placements (e.g., in child care centres, galleries, museums, non-school disability settings)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Partnerships

Respondents were asked to agree or disagree with a number of statements about partnerships between their faculty and teacher employing authorities, schools and other professionals.

Table 5: Partnerships between teacher education institutions and other organisations and individuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Not able to judge</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There are strong partnerships between our teacher education faculty/school and primary schools in which students undertake teaching practice</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The education school / faculty provides ongoing professional development about the teaching of reading to support teachers in primary schools</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our teacher education faculty/school works closely with primary schools in the development of course content.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our teacher education faculty/school works closely with education authorities in the development of course content.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our teacher education faculty/school works closely with other professionals such as speech pathologists, audiologists, psychologists and paediatricians when developing course content.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows that the use of partnerships varies across the institutions. The strongest frequency of agreement was recorded against the statement ‘there are strong partnerships between our teacher education faculty and primary schools in which students undertake teaching practice’ with 29 institutions either agreeing or strongly
agreeing with this statement. In addition, most institutions reported that they worked closely with primary schools and education authorities in the development of course content.

The strongest frequency of disagreement was recorded against the statement that ‘our teacher education faculty/school works closely with other professionals such as speech pathologists, audiologists, psychologists and paediatricians when developing course content’, with 20 of the 30 usable responses either disagreeing or strongly disagreeing with this statement. Sixteen institutions also disagreed with the statement that their education faculty provided ongoing professional development about the teaching of reading to support teachers in primary schools.

4. Perspectives on literacy in teacher education courses: insights from the focus groups

This section reports the views participants expressed in the focus group sessions. The focus groups gave course experts an opportunity to expand on their responses to the survey questionnaire. Participants also provided copies of course outlines and reading lists. Discussion centred on the ways in which the nominated courses prepared beginning teachers to teach literacy and, in particular, to teach reading. Other matters that emerged from the focus groups include the literacy competence of teacher education students, standards and recognition. There were some general themes that emerged from each of the focus group discussions.

First, many participants commented on the sessions themselves, indicating that they found sharing information about the nominated courses to be valuable. Moreover, most participants thought that regular meetings to discuss such matters would also be valuable. The high attendance at the five focus groups and the 100 per cent response rate to the questionnaire indicate the high levels of professional interest in the Inquiry.

Second, participants noted that teacher education courses were continually under review, had not been running for four years, were about to be replaced, or were under review.

Third, many participants at each focus group session commented on the phonics/whole-language dichotomy. These participants saw the use of this dichotomy as outdated.
Learning about teaching reading

Generally, participants agreed that teacher education students learn how to teach reading from the literacy component of compulsory and elective units within courses, as well as from their practical experience in schools. It was emphasised that both contexts are essential. Through course work, students develop knowledge about the acquisition and development of reading, knowledge about how language works (e.g., the alphabetic principle) and knowledge about effective strategies for teaching reading. Practical experience in schools enabled student teachers to observe the effective teaching of reading, and to work, over time, with individuals, small groups and whole classes. In the preparation of teachers to teach reading, course work and practical experiences were seen as complementary.

Course content and structure

Participants noted that they found it difficult to separate reading from literacy, and that phonemic awareness and phonics were taught within the broad framework of literacy. Some participants pointed out that in their institutions, literacy was taught in a range of other units such as mathematics and ICT. They also pointed out that the underpinning skills needed by student teachers to become effective classroom teachers were taught across a variety of units.

The focus group discussions showed that there was much variation in both the content and structure of courses and the quality of practical school experience. This variation was seen to affect the preparedness of teacher education students to teach reading.

The descriptions of the nominated courses provided by participants indicated that there were significant differences across institutions in the content and structure of subjects/units in which the teaching of reading was a focus. These differences related both to the overall time allocated to teaching reading and to the timing of relevant subjects/units within the course.

Many participants noted that in their nominated course, the ‘four resources’ model proposed by Luke and Freebody (1999) was used to varying degrees. Where it was used it was seen as a useful means of identifying the repertoire of practices used by readers, with each practice being necessary but not sufficient. The model was valued by these participants as a means of avoiding polarisations between different approaches to teaching reading.
Time allocated to teaching reading

Most focus group participants agreed that the time currently available for teaching literacy, including reading, was insufficient, and that a greater priority should be given to literacy and reading in teacher education courses in recognition of the centrality of literacy to all learning. Many participants indicated that the accreditation of primary teacher education courses should be linked to the priority given in courses to the teaching of literacy, including reading.

Focus group participants described a number of factors that impacted on opportunities for teacher education students to learn about reading. Some institutions did not set minimum attendance requirements for compulsory units. Numbers in lecture and tutorial groups have increased in recent years, and high student-staff ratios limit opportunities for focused teaching. The teacher education curriculum has become crowded, and literacy competes with many other elements. Often literacy, including reading was not categorised as a discipline unit, and so did not have the share of time available to key learning areas such as mathematics, SOSE and science.

The timing within the course of subjects/units that have a focus on reading and literacy was also raised. Some compulsory units were offered only in the first year of the course, whereas it was suggested that many students need opportunities to learn about the teaching of reading every year, as they learn more about the whole context of learning and teaching. A focus on the teaching of reading in the later years of the course, when students have had some experience of the actual demands of the classroom, was seen to be desirable. Revisiting strategies learnt early in the course was seen as important. It was suggested that offering a linked sequence of units about literacy and reading across the four years of the teacher education course would strengthen the preparation of teachers.

Personal literacy competence of teacher education students

Student teachers’ knowledge about language was raised as an issue by many participants at the focus group sessions. The personal literacy competence of teacher education students was seen as an issue. This was related to the diversity of students entering teacher education courses who may have entered through alternative routes, such as TAFE Certificate IV or mature age-entry. Personal literacy was assessed in some way in most courses and students who did not have particular assessed levels were required to undertake specific course work that addressed their needs.
While participants reported that many students needed support for the further development of their own literacy skills, they also indicated that many students needed explicit instruction about linguistic structures and features of language. It was said that these student teachers needed to learn how language works. Specific knowledge about meta-linguistic concepts, phonemic awareness, phonics, and the alphabetic principle required explicit teaching. In addition many students did not read widely, and lacked knowledge of the range of children’s literature appropriate for classrooms. These needs were being addressed in a variety of ways including: course components offered by linguistic departments; electives in children’s literature; the assessment of teacher education students’ written assignments; the use of standardised assessments to identify students needing specific support in their own reading and writing; and the provision of additional grammar tutorials.

**Teaching knowledge about language**

There was general recognition in the focus group sessions of the importance of teaching teacher education students about linguistic structures and features, grammar, the alphabetic principle, spelling and connections between oral language, reading, writing and spelling and other aspects of language. Overall, preparation for the explicit teaching of phonological awareness and phonics was acknowledged to be essential.

Participants indicated that while the nominated courses include the study and teaching of phonological awareness and phonics, a range of factors meant that in practice the amount of time allocated to these varied from course to course. All course experts noted that literacy underpins the curriculum and recognised that English is an alphabetic language and it is essential for teacher education students to know about and be able to teach phonological awareness, phonics and spelling. Most noted that the teacher education curriculum is crowded and that literacy has to compete for time with other curriculum areas. There was a widely held view that all teacher education courses, for early childhood, primary and secondary teaching, should include a component of explicit teaching of knowledge about language, including the alphabetic principle and a common range of linguistic structures and features.

Participants reported using a variety of strategies in teaching about the alphabetic principle. These included teaching about recognising units of sound, matching graphemes and phonemes, recording and transcribing children’s speech to gain practice in hearing sounds, including recognising syllable patterns. It was noted that students have intuitive knowledge of some of these matters, but needed help to make this knowledge explicit.
Practical experience in schools

Practical experience in schools was discussed extensively in the focus groups and was universally seen to be crucial in the preparation of teachers. The impact of school experience in shaping future teachers was identified as a major influence: ‘what they see of schools is what they remember’. Student teachers need to see experienced teachers in action, modelling effective literacy teaching practices, and working with diverse groups of students. They also need opportunities to try out strategies they have observed or have learnt about.

With regard to the practicum, focus groups reported that there were variations in the quantity, quality and range of classroom experiences. Problems relating to the placement of students in schools was a common concern. There was concern that the practicum is expensive and that this limits the opportunities of students in some teacher education institutions. Resourcing practical experiences, including clinical experiences for the diverse range of students, was commonly identified as an issue.

Some participants expressed the concern that it would be possible for students to graduate from the four-year course without placement with a high-quality teacher, or in schools with a range of socio-cultural and linguistic contexts. It was noted that students could graduate without ever seeing reading being taught to students in their first year at school.

There was considerable variation in the ways in which practical experience in schools was organised. Some variation was due to difficulties associated with placing large numbers of student teachers in available schools. It was acknowledged that it is not possible to ensure that all teacher education students experience strong models of effective teaching.

The focus group participants indicated that the characteristics of the individual teachers who are mentors to their teacher education students are of paramount importance and that while there is much excellent teaching in schools, the quality and effectiveness of the teaching modelled is variable.

The provision of models of effective reading teaching approaches through the use of stored visual exemplars was discussed. Even so, the analysis of videos of teachers in action in their classrooms was seen to complement, but not replace, practical experiences and observations in schools. Participants expressed interest in the possibility of developing a resource bank of high-quality video examples of effective literacy teaching.
practices in Australian schools for use in teacher education programs. Such a collection could be continually updated to reflect current practice, and include examples of effective approaches for working with diverse groups of students experiencing difficulty in learning to read.

Participants indicated that teacher educators were willing to be flexible in approaches to providing students with access to practical experience in schools, including options for a range of paid and unpaid partnerships between schools and teacher education institutions.

**Partnerships with schools**

Focus group participants reported a wide range of different approaches to forming partnerships with schools and working with other professionals. Some institutions had developed strong alliances with groups of schools. The strengthening of partnerships between teacher education faculties and schools was seen as desirable.

A possible option was seen as partnerships between teacher education institutions, education systems and schools that provide a range of pathways enabling classroom teachers to spend periods of time working in teacher education institutions, so that they can contribute current classroom experience to teacher education courses. Partnerships with other professionals such as paediatricians, psychologists and speech pathologists were not reported to be strong.

**Standards and recognition**

It was suggested that the development of a national system of advanced standards for accomplished teachers being progressed by Teaching Australia (formerly the National Institute for Quality Teaching and School Leadership) acknowledge the professional responsibility of accomplished teachers to mentor and model exemplary practice for teacher education students. This could add value to the role of the supervisor of teacher education students, and encourage more experienced teachers to take on this role.

There was recognition by participants that initial teacher education courses should prepare teachers to begin their careers but that graduates would need strong mentoring and support to fully develop their skills and knowledge. Teacher education and the first years of teaching were described as a continuum. Teacher professional learning was seen as career-long and could include postgraduate study.
5. Conclusions

The Inquiry was asked to identify the extent to which prospective teachers are provided with reading teaching approaches and skills that are effective in the classroom, and have the opportunities to develop and practise the skills required to implement effective classroom reading programs. The present study set out to gather sector-wide information to assist the Inquiry address this objective.

The priority given to preparing student teachers to teach reading

Responses to the survey suggest that in almost all of the nominated courses, less than 10 per cent of course time is devoted to preparing student teachers to teach reading. They also indicate that in half of all the nominated courses less than five per cent of time is devoted to this activity.

It should be noted that this finding is based on compulsory subjects/units; and that the time devoted to preparing student teachers to teach reading in elective subjects/units and in teaching practice has not been taken into account in calculating these proportions. The actual time needed to prepare student teachers to become effective teachers of reading is largely an empirical question and depends on the quality of the course and the characteristics of the student teachers.

Nevertheless, it would seem that some, and perhaps most, institutions are not giving sufficient priority to this particular aspect of teaching. Most focus group participants thought that insufficient time is being allocated to preparing students to teach literacy, including reading, and almost all thought that this activity should be given a higher priority.

Many institutions offer elective subjects/units in which the teaching of reading is a component. In almost all cases respondents judged that these electives substantially or considerably enhanced preparedness to teach reading. It seems, therefore, that some graduates are better prepared than others to teach reading because they have completed such electives. In light of how important it is that children learn to read and continue to develop their literacy skills to access the curriculum throughout their schooling, this raises the question of why these are elective subjects/units rather than compulsory subjects/units.
Course content

The focus group sessions showed that, on the whole, teacher educators recognise that students need to have a sound understanding and appreciation of language, including linguistic structures, grammar, the alphabetic principle, spelling and connections between oral language and reading, as well as writing and spelling. It was generally acknowledged that it is essential that student teachers be able to undertake explicit teaching of phonological awareness and phonics. Participants noted, however, that it was difficult to separate reading from literacy, and that phonemic awareness and phonics were generally taught in teacher education courses within the broad framework of literacy.

The survey showed that about two-thirds of courses (21 out of 34) included in their compulsory subjects/units all of the listed skills and capabilities that student teachers need to develop in order to become effective teachers of reading. Of the remaining third, some have significant gaps in their offering. This suggests that considerable gains would accrue if all institutions made provision in their curriculum for the development of all of the understandings, skills and capabilities that graduates need to become effective teachers of reading.

The information from this study indicates considerable variation across pre-service teacher education institutions and only begins to answer the question about how well prepared new graduates are to teach reading. It is not only a matter of the content but also the quality of the teaching and learning in teacher education courses that influence graduate preparedness.

There is evidence from other sources that sheds light on this question. Drawing on quantitative data of teachers’ perceptions of the quality of teacher preparation in Australia, Louden et al. (2005b) conclude that, on the whole, beginning primary teachers are not confident about teaching some specific aspects of literacy, namely viewing, spelling, and grammar as well as phonics. Moreover, barely a third of senior staff in schools thought that beginning teachers were prepared to teach literacy. A further report based on the perceptions of some school principals and experienced teachers also concluded that new teachers are graduating without sufficient specific strategies to improve literacy or numeracy standards (Parliament of Victoria Education and Training Committee, 2005).
Practice in schools

The focus group sessions indicated that participants viewed practical experience in schools as crucial for the preparation of teachers. It was a general conclusion that, during their teaching practice, student teachers need to see experienced teachers modelling effective literacy teaching and working with diverse groups of children. Student teachers need opportunities to try out the strategies they have observed and learned in their courses.

The survey found that across institutions there is a marked variability in the number of days that student teachers spend in schools. While about a third of respondents would like to see student teachers undertaking more practice in schools, there is a need to ensure that, whatever its length, the quality of the practical experience enables them to learn how effective teachers develop the reading competencies of their students.

Focus group participants reported that the practical experience varies greatly, and that there was a general concern that some student teachers graduate without experiencing a school placement with a high-quality teacher. Moreover, some students could graduate from their primary preparation without ever seeing children in their first year of school being taught to read, or without experience in schools from a range of socio-economic or geographical contexts.

On a more positive note, the survey found that the student teachers in many institutions had opportunities, in addition to the practicum, to link theory and practice. These opportunities include micro-teaching, experience in teaching and learning clinics and exposure to computer mediated rich tasks.

Partnerships

It seems that partnerships between teacher education institutions and primary schools are, in general, strong, and involve, among other things, the development of course content. However, less than half of the survey respondents reported that their institution provides ongoing professional development in the teaching of reading to support teachers in primary schools.
About a third of respondents indicated that in developing course content, their faculty or school worked closely with non-teaching professionals such as speech pathologists, audiologists, psychologists, and paediatricians. It would be potentially very useful to explore the benefits that student teachers at these institutions gain from these links, especially relating to their capacity to be effective teachers of reading to students who are experiencing difficulties.

The literacy competence of student teachers

The literacy competence of student teachers was raised as an issue in all focus group discussions. Participants reported that many students lacked the literacy skills required to be effective teachers of reading and needed help to develop their foundational literacy skills. The literacy of student teachers is assessed in some way in most courses, and some participants indicated that the students who do not have appropriate levels are required to undertake specific remedial course work. This approach seems to be ad hoc, with no national approach to determining entry standards in literacy.

Students also needed explicit teaching about meta-linguistic concepts, phonemic awareness, phonics, and the alphabetic principle. In addition, many students did not read widely, and lacked knowledge of the range of children’s literature appropriate for use in classrooms.

The central issue is how well equipped student teachers are when they graduate rather than the level of skill they have on entry. It is reasonable to expect that teacher education should take responsibility for developing the specialist knowledge, skills and capabilities their students will need to become effective teachers of reading. There is an issue, however, about the time and resources that are devoted to building the basic literacy of student teachers. The focus group discussions suggested that while institutions would prefer to spend resources elsewhere, teacher educators felt obliged to assist students build their literacy skills.

A recent study provides some evidence on teachers’ underpinning knowledge for the teaching of reading. On the basis of a survey of 340 teachers (pre-service, general and special education) in Queensland, Fielding-Barnsley and Purdie (2005) conclude that teachers have a positive attitude but poor knowledge of metalinguistics (awareness of language structure) in the process of learning to read. It should be noted that the pre-service teachers surveyed by Fielding-Barnsley and Purdie were in their final year. This finding has implications not only for the preparation of student teachers but also for professional development.
Overview

The information gathered from the survey and the focus group sessions yielded similarities across institutions, especially in regard to the practical components of courses, but also showed considerable variation with regard to the priority given by teacher education institutions to the teaching of reading within the overall program; to the selection of course content; to the length and quality of the practical experience in schools; and to the nature of the partnerships with schools and teachers.

It suggests that the preparedness of cohorts of graduates to teach reading in primary schools would be improved if greater priority was given to this activity by teacher education institutions, especially by those that currently allocate a relatively lower priority. Further, this study suggests that graduating cohorts would be better prepared if all graduates in all teacher education courses that prepare primary teachers covered all of the underlying knowledge, skills and capabilities student teachers need to become effective teachers of reading.

Since the focus of this study has been on the four-year bachelor of education qualification, it is not possible to draw firm conclusions regarding other models, such as double degrees and graduate programs of one and two years duration. It seems probable, however, that similar issues are likely to apply to the preparation for literacy teaching in these course structures.
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